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cluster Any combination of color strings and/or fused strings. It is able
to vary in area between σ0 to nσ0 where n is the number of strings
forming the cluster.
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ABSTRACT
Garand, David M. PhD, Purdue University, December 2015. Energy Dependence of
Transverse Momentum Correlations and an Exploration of the Color String Perco-
lation Model in AuAu Collisions. Major Professor: Andrew Hirsch.
The Relativisic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) conducted a two year beam energy
scan (BES I) to provide data for AuAu collisions at 7.7, 11.5, 19.6, 27, 39, 62.4, and
200 GeV. The motivation for this scan was to search for the phase transition critical
point between normal matter and the quark gluon plasma (QGP). This thesis reports
on two analyses that attempt to directly search for such a critical point. Data from
the Solenoidal Tracker at RHIC (STAR) was analyzed for this study, and included
pp collisions at 62 and 200 GeV, and AuAu collisions at 7.7, 11.5, 19.6, 27, 39, 62.4,
and 200 GeV.
The Color String Percolation Model (CSPM) provides a method for extracting
an initial temperature for collisions by fitting the transverse momentum (pT ) spec-
trum created from a sample of events of a given energy and centrality. In order to
search for fluctuations in temperature, this thesis explores applying the CSPM to
single events in order to create a distribution of temperatures for collisions of a given
energy. Applying this method to the BES I data allows a search for an increase
in temperature fluctuations indicative of the critical point. To gauge the accuracy
of these measurements, the first systematic study of applying the CSPM to data is
reported.
The two particle transverse momentum correlator has previously been used to
search for fluctuations in pT that could be indicative of the critical phase transition
point. The BES I energies were specifically studied in reference [1]. An interesting
behavior of the pT spectrum was noted at lower energies in that work, and in this
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thesis. It was proposed that this could be the effect of the increase in the ratio of
protons to pions at lower energies. In order to gauge if this affects the pT correlations
reported at these lower energies, the analysis was attempted with the inclusion of
particle identification in order to remove protons from the analysis. This thesis applies
the correlation function to AuAu collisions at 7.7, 11.5, and 19.6 GeV, and adds an
additional cut on the protons in order to see if any signal may have been masked.
The CSPM method was found to represent the 〈pT 〉 of the data, and the extracted
temperature was found to share a behavior similar to that observable. Self consistency
was not found when applied to a Monte Carlo simulation, and systematic analyses
of the method led to larger uncertainties than one would expect from the traditional
variation of cuts. Results were found to be consistent with prior publications except
for the reported uncertainty, which was smaller than this systematic study observes.
Results also demonstrate that the CSPM is not able to produce a temperature that
is sensitive enough to make a clear statement on how the temperature will vary
with decreasing energy, nor how the fluctuations in temperature will behave. The
two particle transverse momentum correlation study was found to be consistent with
earlier works. The removal of protons from the data led to a different magnitude of
correlation, but the behavior in general was found to remain the same. There was no
non-monotonic behavior with changing center of mass energy observed, which would
have indicated the phase transition critical point.
11. INTRODUCTION
Throughout history, mankind has asked one of the most basic and difficult questions,
what are the constituents of matter. In Ancient Greece, during the fourth century
B.C., the philosopher Democritus conceived the atom in answer to this question. The
proposed atom was considered an indivisible constituent of matter that was invisible
to the human eye [2]. Over two thousand years later, in the 1800s, experimental
support for such a small structure was found in the discovery of the electron (though
the electron actually signified the first discovery of a subatomic particle). During the
early 1900s, experiments were able to further demonstrate the need for a nucleus of
the atom, and for other subatomic particles (such as protons and neutrons) to be
needed to explain observed properties of matter. As the search turned to smaller
and smaller scales, experiments needed to become ever larger in the form of particle
accelerators. In the late 1900s, experiments were able to show support for a structure
below that of subatomic particles, now known as quarks. Quarks are believed to be
the basic constituent of matter, though some theories suggest they could be further
split into even smaller sub-particles known as preons [3]. To date, however, there
has been no support nor theoretical need for preons to describe experimental data.
The long pursuit of this one question has led scientists to discover many unexpected
particles and to create numerous scientific fields dedicated to their study. These fields
include Quantum Mechanics, Quantum Chromodynamics, High-Energy Physics, and
Particle Physics.
1.1 Standard Model
The theory that best accounts for all of these observations is known as the Stan-
dard Model [4]. The Standard Model proposes that quarks are elementary particles of
2spin 1
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that are members of the fermion family. According to the model, and as later
confirmed by experiment, there are a total of six types (flavors) of quarks. They are
the up (u), down (d), charm (c), strange (s), top (t), and bottom (b) quarks. All the
quarks have fractional charge, with the up, charm, and top quarks having an electric
charge of 2
3
(compared to the charge of an electron), and the down, strange, and
bottom quarks having a charge of -1
3
(compared to the charge of an electron). The
Standard Model further predicts another type of particle known as leptons. Leptons,
similar to quarks, contain six types of particles, being the electron (e), muon (µ), tau
(τ), electron neutrino (νe), muon neutrino (νµ), and the tau neutrino (ντ ). Unlike
quarks, leptons have an integer value of electric charge, with the electron, muon, and
tau having a charge of −1 and the neutrinos having no electric charge at all. All
six quarks and all six leptons have an anti-particle version of themselves, with each
having a charge opposite to those of the original particle.
In addition to the twelve particles described above, the Standard Model also ac-
counts for the fundamental forces via the inclusion of gauge bosons. These bosons act
as force carriers, with photons mediating the elctromagnetic force, W and Z bosons
mediating the weak force, and gluons mediating the strong force. The mechanisms
for how the gauge bosons interact with fundamental particles (and at times them-
selves) have been the topic of many experiments and have led to the development
of Quantum-Electrodynamics (QED), Electro-Weak Theory (EWT), and Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD) [2, 5]. Another boson prediction, and the last piece of the
model that was confirmed, is the Higgs Boson, which accounts for a mechanism of
providing mass for various fundamental particles.
3Fig. 1.1. Image of the 12 particles, and 5 bosons from the Standard Model [6].
1.2 Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)
1.2.1 Quarks and Gluons (Partons)
Quarks are among the fundamental particles that make up matter. As was men-
tioned in Section 1, quarks have a fractional electromagnetic charge. As a result, they
are able to interact through the electromagnetic force which is mediated by the pho-
ton. In addition to the electromagnetic interaction, however, quarks interact via the
strong force which is mediated by the gluon. The strong interactions are described
by quantum chromodynamics (QCD), in which each quark has a color charge (red,
blue, or green). Just as positive and negative electric charges interact via electro-
magnetic interactions, color charges interact via strong interactions. The use of the
three different colors does not represent any unique characteristic of the quark, but
4is instead used to specify which of three different color quantum states they are in.
The combination of red, blue, and green create the color white, which is said to be
color neutral.
Quarks exhibit the property of color confinement, which means a quark cannot
be found in isolation [7, 8]. This property arises from the fact that gluons not only
mediate the strong force, but also carry their own color charge. This is quite different
from photons, which do not carry an electromagnetic charge. While mediating the
strong force, gluons are thus able to interact with one another. This gluon-gluon
interaction leads to the color confinement phenomenon, and restricts the strong force
to interact only in narrow color flux tubes (strings) that extend in length on the scale
of a femtometer (1fm = 10−15m) [9]. The strong force strength increases with color
charge separation [3, 9]. It would thus take infinite energy to isolate a quark, and
as the distance between quarks is increased, it becomes more energetically favorable
for a new quark-antiquark pair to be created from the increased potential. This
phenomenon is further explored in Section 3.1.1.
Interacting quarks form larger particles known as hadrons. Hadrons can be cate-
gorized by their quark content. Baryons are made from combinations of three quarks,
while mesons are made from quark-antiquark pairs. It has long been theorized that
other forms of hadrons may exist, such as exotic mesons and exotic baryons, and there
has been recent support for these theories with the observation of the pentaquark [10].
An important property of hadrons is color neutrality, meaning they have a total color
charge that is white. The most familiar hadrons are protons (of quark content uud)
and neutrons (of quark content udd) which together make up the nucleus of atoms.
As a result, they can jointly be referred to as nucleons.
In addition to quarks, nucleons are also made up of gluons. Unlike quarks, how-
ever, gluons are able to exist in mixed states of color charge, forming an octet of
colors [4]:
5RG¯,RB¯,GR¯,GB¯,BR¯, BG¯
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(1.1)
As the general concept of subatomic particles in a nucleon was developed before
the identification of quarks and gluons as separate particles, they are often placed
together in the broader group known as partons, referring to any subatomic particle
in a nucleon. Additionally, there are also sea quarks (and sea fermions), which are
quark-antiquark pairs that come into and out of existence on a small enough time
scale so as not to affect general conservation laws. These particles are a type of virtual
particle, and they exist on a time scale obeying [4]:
∆t ≤ 1
2m
(1.2)
where m is the mass of the fermion or particle pair. Such virtual particles actually
can exist anywhere, not just inside the nucleus. The quantum vacuum is thus rarely
empty due to such virtual particles.
1.3 Quark Gluon Plasma Phase Diagram
Matter around us is made up of hadrons which are color neutral because of color
confinement. Normal matter occurs at low temperature and at a baryon chemical
potential (µB) of ∼922 MeV [11]. Matter can also be described by its net baryon
density, which refers to the number of baryons minus the number of antibaryons in a
region. As normal matter is cold and made up of protons and neutrons, its baryon
density is approximately 1
fm3
. As the Standard Model is the most developed theory to
describe QCD, it is important to analyze quark matter through gauge theories, which
are essential for calculating how quarks and gluons interact. Lattice gauge theory is
a nonperturbative treatment of QCD formulated on a discrete lattice of space-time
6coordinates [9]. A prediction of lattice gauge theory applied to quark-gluon matter
at finite temperature is a transition at higher temperatures (∼170 MeV) to a state
of matter with color de-confinement, called the Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP) [12].
De-confinement refers to a state of matter where the density of quarks and gluons is
so great that they are no longer confined to bound hadron forms. This is illustrated
in Figure 1.2 where various states of matter are shown with an increasing density.
As the density of matter increases from atomic to nuclear matter, the number of
quark neighbors surrounding each quark also increases. Eventually, there are too
many neighbors to structure a color neutral zone, and the color quarks are free to
flow through the created medium. The current theoretical phase diagram for matter
can be seen in Figure 1.3. The x -axis represents the baryonic density of matter, with
matter on the left resembling atomic matter and matter on the right resembling quark
matter.
Fig. 1.2. Schematic of increasing density of matter from atomic (a)
to nuclear (b) to quark matter (c) [3]. In quark matter, each quark is
surrounded by enough neighbors that they essentially act as unbound
quarks.
The QCD phase diagram is an imporant prediction for states of matter, but it
is necessary to test its predictions experimentally in order to confirm (or revise)
7Fig. 1.3. Schematic of the QCD phase diagram for temperature versus
baryon chemical potential. The blue arrow at the top represents how
the early universe would have evolved in the first few moments after
the big bang. Colliders create collisions between ions that create a
sharp increase in temperature, and evolve in a similar manner back
to hadronic matter. The freeze-out conditions reached for various
experiments are also indicated. [12].
our understanding of matter. Relativistic heavy ion collisions provide a means to
create enough energy to reach the transition temperature predicted in lattice gauge
theory. Specifically, these collisions create a system at high temperatures and low
µB relative to normal matter. The particles created in such collisions can be used to
better understand the medium that was created, and to search for signs of a phase
transition from nuclear to quark matter. It should be noted that the phase transition
can also occur at extreme densities. The interior of dense neutron stars may be one
of the few natural objects with this inherent density [12].
81.4 Special Relativity
Heavy-Ion collisions involve accelerating ions into one another in order to produce
energetic collisions. Colliding atoms is a method for breaking atoms into their con-
stituent particles for study and for potentially creating the QGP. To create collisions
with enough energy to do this, it is necessary to accelerate atoms close to the speed
of light (c). At such velocities, the relative space-time frames of the atoms need to
be considered based on the theory of special relativity [13]. The variables generally
analyzed in special relativity are a particle’s position and momentum, which can be
represented by four-vectors representing the three spatial dimensions and time [9,14].
One generally defines two frames of reference, the laboratory frame which generally
is the frame of the observer, and the center-of-mass frame which is the frame in which
the net momentum of colliding particles is zero. Transforming the four-vectors of a
particle from the laboratory frame to the center-of-mass frame is called applying a
Lorentz transformation. Effects from a Lorentz transformation become more apparent
for particles traveling closer to the speed of light, and thus it plays a large role in
colliders. A direct consequence is the phenomenon known as Lorentz contraction,
where an object in one frame appears spatially contracted relative to another. Such a
phenomenon can be understood by going through a Lorentz transformation, though
some spatial dimensions will appear the same in the new frame, specifically the spatial
dimensions perpendicular to the dimension of motion. The transformations of these
dimensions is said to be Lorentz invariant, and such observables that are Lorentz
invariant are often sought and used in collider physics. The Lorentz transformations
for an event from a frame S (of coordinates x,y,z,t) to a frame S ’ (of coordinates of
x ’,y ’,z ’,t ’) traveling at a speed v relative to frame S are:
9x′ = γ(x− vt)
y′ = y, z′ = z
t′ = γ(t− vx
c2
)
γ =
1√
1− v2
c2
(1.3)
1.5 Heavy Ion Collisions
In ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions, the colliding nuclei are extremely Lorentz
contracted, appearing as two-dimensional disks [15]. The collision can be peripheral,
where only the outskirts overlap to produce a collision, or it can be central, where the
centers of the disks overlap to produce a more energetic reaction. When the target and
projectile collide the majority of incident nucleons pass through each other. However,
some nuclei will slow down due to multiple inelastic nucleon-nucleon collisions. These
collisions deposit energy into the medium (area of the collision). The nuclei (having
large momenta) will continue on out of the medium, reducing the baryonic density
there. If the critical energy density of 1 GeV
fm3
is reached, the QGP is predicted to form.
The evolution of the collision can be seen in Figure 1.4. Many theories suggest that
the QGP is formed, and reaches a thermalized state in ∼ 1 fm
c
after the collision.
The QGP expands longitudinally and transversely, and it begins to cool [3, 15].
Various parts of the medium reach a low enough density that confinement takes
over and hadrons become the prevalent form of matter. This process is known as
hadronization. The medium eventually cools enough to reach the chemical freeze-out
temperature, where there is no longer enough energy to create more particles and
the various particle types become ‘frozen’ in their relative ratios. At this point there
are only hadrons in the medium. There are still interactions between the existing
particles that affect their momentum, resulting in a further loss of energy and decrease
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in temperature. Finally the kinetic freeze-out temperature is reached and there is no
more exchange of kinetic energy or momentum between the particles.
Fig. 1.4. Progression of the heavy ion collision. Lorentz contracted
nuclei collide in the pre-equilibrium state. They create the QGP and
begin to expand, resulting in a cooling of the medium. As it cools
hadronization occurs until the medium reaches chemical and then
kinetic freeze-out temperatures. Figure is from reference [3].
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2. EXPERIMENT
2.1 Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)
The Relativsitic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory
was the first accelerator capable of colliding heavy ions [16]. Instead of being a fixed
target accelerator, where a beam of particles is accelerated and allowed to collide
with a stationary target, RHIC is a collider, meaning it produces two beams of parti-
cles which are accelerated in opposite directions and eventually led to an intersection
where collisions (events) can occur. RHIC has a 2.4 mile ring with six intersec-
tion points. Four of these points were built to include detectors, being BRAHMS,
PHENIX, PHOBOS, and STAR. These detectors are able to detect the particles pro-
duced in the collisions and measure various quantities such as charge and momentum.
Event reconstruction involves using measured quantities to group detected particles
by different points of origin in order to define specific events. Analyzing the particles
from the same event can then provide insight into the state of matter created in that
collision. With higher beam energy, it is possible to create dense matter during the
collision. In order to increase the energy of the collisions, RHIC accelerates the ions
to relativistic speeds. The energy can be further increased by colliding ions with large
rest masses, making gold ions a good choice.
The actual acceleration of the particles is a multi-step process. Heavy ions are
initially accelerated in a Tandem Van de Graaff accelerator to about 5% of the speed
of light. The particles are then sent to the circular booster where they continually
gain energy with each revolution. Once they reach 37% of the speed of light, the ions
are sent to the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS), from which they are injected
into the two rings of RHIC once they reach 99.7% of the speed of light. There, the
ions are exposed to radio waves which boost their energy so that they reach 99.995%
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of the speed of light. The ions are then circulated around the rings of the accelerator
and allowed to collide at the intersection points. A similar process can be used for
polarized protons which would be supplied by the Linear Accelerator (Linac) [17].
Figure 2.1 provides a picture of this acceleration process.
Fig. 2.1. Image depicting the acceleration process at RHIC. The num-
bers correspond to 1) Tandem Van de Graaff accelerator 2) Booster
3) Alternating Gradient Synchrotron 4) RHIC Ring [18]
2.2 Experiment Specific Variables
Motivation for creating heavy-ion collisions include testing the theory of quantum
chromodynamics (QCD) and creating a density of matter sufficient to create the
quark gluon plasma (QGP). As described in Section 1.2.1, it is impossible to isolate a
quark due to the color confinement property of the strong force interaction. Though
this phenomenon precludes the study of isolated quarks, the creation of the QGP,
a medium where quarks are able to freely flow, would not only provide support for
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QCD, but would also allow for the detection of observables that could reflect the
behavior of these free flowing quarks. In this manner, the study of the QGP can
potentially act as a proxy for studying quarks in isolation.
In order to reach both the energies required to potentially create the QGP and the
statistics required for such a study, heavy-ion collisons are created on a very small time
scale (essentially the order of several hundred nanoseconds). This is accomplished
by creating on average 106 bunches of ∼ 1011 ions equally spaced around the ring.
Bunches traveling in opposing directions cross intersection points where detectors are
located every hundred nanoseconds. Any bulk medium created in this manner does
not exist long enough to be probed directly. As a result, most conclusions regarding
the created medium must come from the study of the matter created in that medium.
Examples include the type of particles detected, their momenta, their energy, and
their trajectory angle relative to the beam axis.
Studying the particles created is important for making observations related to the
medium. There are several measurements of the colliding nuclei that also need to
be measured in order to conduct a thorough study. Variations in how the collision
occurred will impact the particle yield and the distribution of several variables. The
energy and momentum of the colliding nuclei directly impacts the nature of the colli-
sion. The extent of overlap of the nuclei also impacts the final particle yields. These
variations cannot be directly measured, but there are many techniques and variables
that have been defined to help in their identification. These variables and techniques
are widely used in heavy-ion experiments, though adjustments need to be made for
the unique abilities of each detector.
2.2.1 Rapidity and Pseudo-Rapidity
The angle created between the beam and a produced particle is called θ. This
is useful in the lab frame, but in the context of the experiment, it is better to have
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a Lorentz invariant quantity representing this angle. Such a quantity is known as
rapdity, and is defined as:
y =
1
2
ln
E + pzc
E− pzc (2.1)
where E is the energy of the particle, p is the particle’s momentum, and pz is the com-
ponent of the particle’s momentum aligned with the beam-axis. Though useful, ra-
pidity cannot be directly measured in relativisic heavy-ion collisions. Pseudo-rapdity,
however, can be measured and is defined as:
η =
1
2
ln
|p|+ pz
|p| − pz (2.2)
The pseudo-rapidity can be linked with θ via:
η = −lnθ
2
(2.3)
Pseudo-rapidity by itself is not the most useful measurement since it is not Lorentz
invariant. However, since the collisions create particles of high enough momentum
that η ≈ y, pseudo-rapidity can be treated as Lorentz invariant in heavy-ion collisions.
Having a measurement for this variable is very useful as certain restrictions may need
to be placed to control varying detector acceptance or to restrict a study to particles
that will have passed through a specific detector.
2.2.2 Centrality
The extent of overlap between colliding nuclei in heavy-ion collions is described
as the centrality of a collision. In order to define centrality, one must first define the
distance between the centers of two colliding nuclei, known as the impact parameter.
As mentioned in Section 1.4, the accelerated ions are greatly Lorentz contracted,
making them appear as disks in the transverse plane (perpendicular to beam axis).
The radius of this disk is equal to the mean nuclear radius of an atom, described
by [2]:
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R = R0A
1
3 (2.4)
where R0 is 1.2 fm, as measured in electron scattering experiments. The density of
an atom can greatly vary with the radius, rapidly falling off at the outer edges of an
atom. The behavior of the density follows the same behavior of the potential in a
nucleon, which can be described by the Woods-Saxons potential:
V (r) =
−V0
1 + e
r−R
a
(2.5)
where a is the skin thickness of the nucleus (on the order of 0.524 fm) and V0 is the
well depth of the potential (on the order of 50 MeV).
In collisions where atoms only graze one another, the mass density and overlap
area is small, resulting in very few matter interactions. These are called peripheral
collisons. Head on collisions, however, will have the central regions interact where
the density is highest, resulting in the creation of many energetic particles. These
are called central collisions. For collisions involving heavier nuclei, such as gold-
gold (AuAu) collisions, this distinction makes sense as they are large enough for
variations in overlap to exist. In the case of proton-proton (pp) collisions, a definition
of centrality makes little sense as any interaction will primarily cover the whole of
the proton. Peripheral AuAu collisons tend to generally have similar characteristics
as pp collisions at the same energy as they can have comparable interaction densities
and areas.
The impact parameter, b, can be used as a way of describing these collisions.
Collisions can vary from central to peripheral collisions, which means the impact
parameter by definition can vary from 0 fm (where the centers of the ions directly
overlap) to 2R fm. It is impossible to measure the amount of overlap of the colliding
nuclei directly, but due to an understanding of the mass density, it can be approxi-
mated in conjuction with other theories. The Glauber model is one such widely used
theory that is used to calculate the centrality of collisions [14, 19]. In the Glauber
model, a Monte Carlo simulation is implemented to generate a nucleon distribution in
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the nuclei, with the Woods-Saxon density and the impact parameter as inputs. Using
various assumptions for collision evolution, the model outputs the expected number
of participants (Npart) in a collision for a given impact parameter. In a collision, only
nucleons in the overlap region can interact. Nucleons outside of this region are re-
ferred to as spectator nucleons. Though there are Npart nucleons in the region, there
is still a finite probability for an actual interaction. The number of binary nucleon-
nucleon collisions is known as Ncoll, and is directly proportional to the inelastic cross
section. Using these variables, the number of particles produced in a collision can
then be estimated.
The Npart can also be linked with the number of charged particles produced in
the collision through the Glauber Model. In general, the multiplicity of a collision is
defined as the number of charged particles detected in a collision. For the determi-
nation of centrality, the reference multiplicity is specifically analyzed. The reference
multiplicity is described as the number of charged particles detected in the middle
of the detector with good acceptance. At STAR, this involves finding the number
of particles detected in |η| < 0.5, with no other cuts. A full reference multiplicity
spectrum can then be created and subdivided as a function of percentage of events
in a given range. Using the Glauber Model, these percentages can be linked to a
range for impact parameter. In general, a centrality of 0− 10% refers to those events
containing the top 10% of multiplicity, and thus the most overlap. Though one can
open the range in η to look at more particles produced in an event, the reference
multiplicity of each event is recorded and can be used to categorize data by their
approximate centrality.
2.2.3 Transverse Momentum
The atoms in a bunch traveling around the collider ring are traveling in the beam-
axis (z -axis) and only have longitudinal momentum. When there is a collision, several
particles are created and momentum needs to be conserved. Due to nuclear stopping
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power, many of the created particles will be deflected into regions of low rapidity
(perpendicular to the z -axis) [14]. This means their momentum will primarily be
aligned with the transverse plane, termed transverse momentum (pT ). The momen-
tum of a created particle cannot be directly measured. However, due to the magnetic
field aligned with the beam-axis, it is possible to calculate the pT (the momentum
component perpendicular to the beam-axis). This calculation is computed with data
from the Time Projection Chamber detector and a description can be found in Sec-
tion 2.3.1.
2.2.4 Transverse Mass
Transverse mass (mT ) is another Lorentz invariant term that is often used in
particle physics [9, 14]. It depends on the rest mass of a particle and its transverse
momentum, but it can also be defined as the difference between the squares of the
particle’s energy and longitudinal (beam-axis) momentum:
m2T = E
2 − p2z = p2T +m2 (2.6)
It is possible to define the energy and longitudinal momentum of a particle in
terms of the transverse mass and the rapidity of a particle [14]:
E = mT cosh y
pz = mT sinh y
(2.7)
2.3 The Solenoidal Tracker at RHIC (STAR)
The Solenoidal Tracker at RHIC (STAR) [20], is one of the original four exper-
iments that ran at RHIC, and is one of the two experiments still taking data. The
STAR detector consists of a system of detectors working together to reconstruct
events and analyze the various particles produced in heavy-ion collisions. Together,
these detectors provide full azimuthal coverage around the beam-axis (0-2pi in φ) and
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a coverage from -1.8 to 1.8 in pseudo-rapidity (η). It is built around the beam-pipe
of the RHIC accelerator. An illustration of the STAR detector with labels for the
primary detector systems (in its current form) can be seen in Figure 2.2.
Fig. 2.2. Image of the STAR detector and the various sub-detectors
provided by Maria and Alex Schmah [21].
As per its name, STAR contains a solenoidal magnet that produces a uniform
magnetic field of magnitude up to 0.5 T for the purpose of charged particle momentum
analysis [22]. There are several detectors located inside of the STAR magnet. Around
the beam pipe is the Heavy Flavor Tracker (HFT) which is designed to conduct heavy
flavor analyses and to provide information on the primary vertex position [23]. This
system replaced the original Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT), which consisted of three
cylidrical layers of silicon drift detectors located 7, 11, and 15 cm from the beam
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axis [24]. This system was used to calculate the primary interaction vertex, and
several secondary vertices of weak decays. The Silicon Strip Detectors (SSD) system
was provides a fourth layer to this setup closer to the inner tracker, and is a part of
the HFT detector system [25]. The Time Projection Chamber (TPC) is a cylindrical
detector that is used for charged particle tracking and identification and encloses the
radial distances from 50 to 200 cm away from the beam pipe [26]. The TPC is the
heart of the STAR detector, and provides an informative display of particles tracked
from an event. An example can be seen in Figure 2.3. The Time of Flight (TOF)
detector is a cylindrical detector enclosing the TPC detector at a radial distance of
210 cm from the beam pipe, providing improved particle identification for the STAR
detector [27]. The Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter creates the final layer inside of
the STAR magnet and provides electron identification and hadron suppression [28].
Fig. 2.3. Image looking down the beam (z) axis of a central event
reconstructed in the TPC detector [20].
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Several STAR detectors are located outside of the STAR magnet. Continuing
radially outward, the Muon Telescope Detector (MTD) contains multi-gap resistive
plate chambers and provides identification of muons. The MTD can have improved
accuracy when combined with the TPC and the TOF identification capabilities [29].
Two identical Vertex Position Detectors (VPDs) are attached close to the beam pipe
on either side of the STAR detector at a distance of 5.6 m from STAR’s center [27].
They work in conjunction with the TOF detector. The Endcap Electromagnetic
Calorimeter (EEMC) is positioned on the west side of STAR, and identifies photons,
electrons, and electromagnetically decaying mesons over the pseudorapidity range of
1.09 ≤ η ≤ 2.00 [30]. It complements the capabilities of the BEMC by providing
further coverage for events. Two identical Zero Degree Calorimeters (ZDCs) are
located on either side of the STAR detector at a distance of 18 m [31]. Both are
located past dipole magnets, which deflect protons and charged fragments, leaving
only spectator neutrons to be detected by the ZDCs. The ZDCs are used as part of
the trigger system at STAR.
Fig. 2.4. Image of the locations of the ZDC detectors relative to the
dipole magnets [31].
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2.3.1 Time Projection Chamber (TPC)
The Time Projection Chamber (TPC) is the primary detector for STAR. The
TPC detector is a 4.2 m long cylinder with a radius of 2 m that is positioned inside
the STAR magnet [26]. Figure 2.5 shows the detector and the coordinate axis. The
beams in RHIC travel along the z -axis and intersect inside the inner field cage of the
TPC. There is a central high voltage electrode disk (Central Membrane) operated at
28 kV which produces a uniform electric field (∼ 135 V
cm
) pointed towards the center
in each half of the TPC. The TPC is filled with gas between the inner and outer field
cage. Specifically, it is filled with 90% argon and 10% methane, which is a common
combination known as a P10 gas. When the beams collide, several particles (primarily
pions) are created which pass through normal matter. As the particles pass through
the detector, the argon gas becomes ionized and electrons are produced. The electric
fields of the TPC push the electrons out to the endcaps of the detector. Since the
drift speed of electrons in the gas are known to be ∼ 5.45 cm
µs
, based on the time
of the collision and the time of the electron detection, one can piece together the
z -component of the particle’s location [26].
As charged particles produced in collisions traverse the TPC, the magnetic field
exerts a force on them. The Lorentz force accounts for the electromagnetic force
exerted on charged particles:
~FLorentz = q ~E + (~v × ~B) (2.8)
where q is the charge of the particle, E is the magnitude of the electric field, v is
the velocity vector of the particle, and B is the vector of the magnetic field. The
magnetic field creates a perpendicular force to the particle’s direction of motion,
creating a helical motion as the particle traverses the TPC. While traveling, the
particle will continually interact with Argon atoms in the P10 gas. This results in
multiple electrons being produced, that will then drift towards the TPC endcap. The
end cap consists of ∼ 45 pads that absorb electrons. The pad itself consists of a
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Fig. 2.5. Schematic of the TPC [26]
multi-wire proportional chamber (MWPC) which amplifies the signal of any detected
electron. A common requirement for track reconstruction is that at least 52% of
the 45 pads registered a signal originating along the path of the particle candidate.
Figure 2.6 shows the schematic of the pads used in the TPC.
Two pieces of information can be learned from the detected electrons. When an
electron is detected at the endcap it is possible to use the drift time of electrons in
P10 gas and the time of the collision to calculate the z -component of the ionizing
particle’s position. Detecting multiple electrons created from one particle also allows
the calculation of the particle’s transverse momentum. Specifically, the electrons
produced by a charged particle and detected at the endcap will form a radius related
to the particle’s transverse momentum.
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Fig. 2.6. Schematic of the TPC inner and outer pads [26]
2.3.2 Vertex Position Detector (VPD)
The STAR detector contains two identical Vertex Position Detectors (VPDs) at-
tached close to the beam pipe on either side of STAR at a distance of 5.6 m from
STAR’s center (shown in Figure 2.7) [27]. Each VPD is able to measure the time
when very forward particles pass through them. Since they are equidistant from the
center of STAR on the east and west side, one can average the arrival times of forward
particles as detected in the two detectors in order to calculate the collision start time.
They are attached very close to the beam pipe, and are outside of the magnetic field
of STAR.
The VPD itself consists of multiple photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs) positioned in
the support structure closely around the beampipe. The original design schematic
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(shown in Figure 2.8) consisted of magnetically shielded PMTs at the 4, 8, and 12
o’clock positions around the beam pipe, though this number was later increased. For
collisions at the Z = 0, or center of STAR, the VPD provides coverage for 4.43 < η <
4.94, or in laboratory polar angles, a range of 0.82 < θ < 1.48 degrees. A cut-away
image of the detector element (including the PMT) can be seen in Figure 2.9. The
lead face sheet acts as a photon converter, flooding the scintillator layer behind it
with electrons, creating enough of a signal to activate the PMT positioned farther
away.
Fig. 2.7. Drawing of the locations of the VPD and TOF detectors in
the STAR detector [27].
2.3.3 Time of Flight (TOF)
The Time of Flight (TOF) detector is based on Multigap Resistive Plate Chambers
(MRPCs), effectively being a stack of resistive plates (0.54 mm-thick float glass)
containing five 220 µm gas gaps [32]. The TOF is located inside the STAR magnet,
and it was built at the cylindrical radius of the TPC, as can be seen in Figure 2.7
[27]. As was described in the previous section, the TOF detector relies on the VPD
detectors for identifying the time of the collision. With the start time from the VPD,
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Fig. 2.8. One of the two identical VPD detector assemblies [27].
Fig. 2.9. A cut-away side view of a VPD detector element [27].
it is then possible to compute the invariant mass of the particles detected in the TOF
detector. In Figure 2.10, the momentum dependence of the particle identification
capabilities of the TOF and VPD detector system is shown, with a timing resolution
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of a 100 ps. For collisions at the Z = 0, or center of STAR, the TOF provides coverage
for 0.05 < η < 0.96 [27].
Fig. 2.10. The momentum dependence of the particle identification
capabilities of the TOF [27]. S is the path length of the particles
traveling at the specified pseudo-rapidities.
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3. THEORETICAL MODELS
In the early 1990s, several models correctly calculated the multiplicities and the 〈pT 〉
of hadron spectra from pp collisions in experiments [33]. Many of these models used
color strings to represent the strong force interactions during collisions. These models
were then scaled by the expected increase in the number of produced strings in AuAu
collisions to predict the multiplicities and the 〈pT 〉 of hadron spectra created in AuAu
collisions. When these predictions were compared to the AuAu data taken at various
experiments, it was found that the observed multiplicity µ was less than the models
predicted, and that the 〈pT 〉 was higher than the models predicted.
One of the first models to correctly account for this discrepancy was a string
fusion model that was implemented as a Monte Carlo simulation (Figure 3.1 and
Figure 3.2) [34]. This model allowed color strings to interact with one another and
proposed that this interaction modifies the total color charge present in the collision.
This model has continued to develop over the past few decades and has been able to
account for several observations of experiment during that time. It has also evolved
into the Color String Percolation Model (CSPM), which uses a string fusion model
and relates it to a phase transition predicted by percolation theory. The CSPM also
has a procedure that was developed for experimentalists to directly apply it to data.
The following sections provide some insight into the theories that developed into
the Monte Carlo simulation, as well as into the CSPM. Color strings and string
tension are defined in Section 3.1. The relationship between strings and the initial
temperature of a collision is also discussed in that section. General percolation theory
is briefly introduced in Section 3.2. A short overview of the basics of the CSPM and
its important color suppression factor F(ξ) (which represents the relationship between
the percolation density parameter and the modification of color charges in a system)
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Fig. 3.1. Results of color string percolation model predicting mul-
tiplicity. The number of participants are from the SPS WA98 data
(filled triangles), the RHIC PHENIX (filled boxes) PHOBOS (non-
filled boxes) data at
√
s = 130 GeV, and with RHIC PHENIX data
at
√
200 GeV (filled stars). The dashed, solid, and dotted lines are
predictions for the relevant energies [34].
Fig. 3.2. Results of color string percolation model predicting trans-
verse momentum. The solid line corresponds to the expected pT dis-
tribution with CSPM for central (5%) AuAu collisions. The filled
boxes are the PHENIX experimental data. The dotted-dashed line is
the expected distribution if color suppression is not accounted for [34].
is described in Section 3.3. Finally, a description of the color string dynamics used in
the Monte Carlo simulation and in the CSPM is described in Section 3.4.
The models outlined in this chapter are only those relevant to the Monte Carlo
simulation and to the form of the CSPM tested in this thesis. Several other models
were tested and developed throughout the evolution of the CSPM, and a short dis-
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cussion is in Appendix A. A review paper has recently been published that delves
into the theoretical framework of the CSPM and discusses other predictions that can
be made using the model [35].
3.1 Color Strings
Section 1.2.1 described quarks, which have both an electric and a color charge.
Electric charges interact through the electromagnetic force, while color charges in-
teract via the strong force. The strong force interaction between quarks can be
represented by a narrow color flux tube, or string. The string is stretched between
partons and its potential energy increases linearly with the distance between them.
Fig. 3.3. The color force interaction between quarks [3].
In ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions, the colliding nuclei are extremely Lorentz
contracted, appearing as two-dimensional disks [15]. When the target and projectile
collide the majority of incident nucleons pass through each other. The vacuum in
between becomes perturbed by the color force-fields of the quarks and creates a color
flux tube or string between the separating partons, representative of their color force
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interaction [9]. As the string stretches, its energy increases. More strings can be
produced in the vacuum with (but not limited to) greater beam energy and larger
projectiles. It is believed that the Quark Gluon Plasma is formed at large string
densities. Other types of color strings can also be produced in collisions. These
include strings that are long or short in rapidity, valence strings which are associated
with valence quark (diquark) interactions, and centrally produced (sea strings) which
are associated with interactions of sea partons (primarily being gluons) [36].
Color strings are represented as disks in the transverse space (see Figure 3.4),
which is the plane perpendicular to the beam axis. These disks of color charge have
a small radius of r0 ' 0.2 fm, and an area of σ0 = pir02 [34]. Color strings are
important since they carry the color charge field vector ~Q0 of the colliding particles.
During collisions, the disks overlap, where areas of higher overlaps correspond to
higher densities of quarks and gluons, and form clusters. At high enough densities,
the cluster contains a net color and is no longer considered to be color neutral (in
hadronic form).
Fig. 3.4. In the transverse plane, strings appear as disks.
The energy in one of these color flux tubes can be represented by [9]:
E =
1
2
2AL (3.1)
where A is the cross sectionl area of the color tube, L is the length of the tube, and
 is the color electric field that is aligned along the color string. The constant of
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proportionality for the linear interaction of the tube can be described by introducing
a string tension κ (which is constant throughout the string):
κ =
1
2
2A (3.2)
Since the color electric field only exists inside of the color string, it is possible to
use Gauss’s law to find the relationship between  and the color charge q of the quark
at one end of the string to be:
q = A (3.3)
Finally, one can use Equations (3.2) and (3.3) to find:
q = 2κ (3.4)
This relationship can be used to calculate the potential inside of color strings,
which is necessary for particle production calculations and for predicting character-
istics of those produced particles.
3.1.1 Schwinger Particle Production
As mentioned in Chapter 1.2.1, it is impossible to study a quark in isolation
due to color confinement. As a quark-antiquark pair is separated, the color string
representing their strong force interaction is stretched and the potential inside of
the string increases with that growing distance. Eventually, it becomes energetically
favorable for a new quark-antiquark pair to be formed inside the string [9]. The
new pair is created anti-aligned to the original pair (with the new quark (antiquark)
being between the new and original antiquark (quark)). This distribution of particles
creates a decrease in the potential experienced by the quark due to the phenomenon
known as color screening. Color screening refers to the effect of having a new quark
in between the original antiquark and new antiquark (and the opposite charged case).
The new quark prevents interaction between the original and new antiquarks.
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There is no limit to the number of times this type of pair production can occur, but
there is a minimum length of a string (or distance between a quark-antiquark pair)
that must be reached in order for it to continue producing particles. The following
relation can be derived for this quantity, as was done in [9]:
Lmin =
2mT
κ
(3.5)
where mT is the transverse mass of the particle to be created from the potential.
In [9], a quark is taken to have a mass of 0.325 GeV, and a standard string tension of
κ = 1 GeV
fm
was taken to estimate that the minimum length to create a quark-antiquark
pair with no transverse momentum would be 0.7 fm. If one were to take the case of
a pion (ud¯ of mass 0.140 GeV), the minimum distance would be 0.28 fm.
With this information, it is possible to create estimates for particle production
rates in a given system. The primary theory for this type of calculation is the
Schwinger Mechanism, which models the increasing probability for the creation of
a quark-antiquark pair with growing string length [9,37]. The Schwinger Mechanism
was originally created to estimate electron-positron production in QED.
It has been shown that one can present a quasi-classical picture for the decay of
color strings [33]. In this picture, the string color field produces a quark-antiquark
pair which breaks the original string that produced them by neutralizing the field
therein. The Schwinger expression predicts the probability to create an e+e− pair
in a constant electromagnetic field [37–40]. A similar concept for color charges in a
constant color field has been developed and has led to the following probability rate
for a constant color field to produce a qq¯:
w ∼ κ2[N ]e
−piM2t
κ[N ] (3.6)
where [N ] is the SU(3) representation of dimension N and κ is the string tension [33].
It is then possible to use the ordinary triplet string decay algorithm of Artru and
Mennessier [41, 42] with parameters obtained through comparison with e+e− data
(such as the relative probabilities for quarks and diquark formation, the area contained
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in the string, and the rest mass of the final particles produced) in order to calculate
particle production rates [33,43].
With the production probability, it is possible to calculate the number of expected
particles to be produced from a given system, as well as the pT spectrum of those
particles. In [9], this spectrum was derived to follow:
dN
dpT
= (const)e
−pip2T
κ (3.7)
which can be related to a value for the average transverse momentum squared (〈p2T 〉)
for the produced quarks:
√
〈p2T 〉 =
√
κ
pi
(3.8)
It can be seen from Equation (3.8) that the 〈p2T 〉 is only dependent on the string
tension in the system. If one were to again take a typical string tension of κ = 1
GeV
fm
, the 〈p2T 〉 for a single quark would be equal to 0.25 GeV2. A particle like a pion,
containing a quark-antiquark pair, would have a modification for the second quark,
and a factor 2 is multiplied with κ, for a 〈p2T 〉 = 0.35 GeV2. One can iterate through
the various particle possibilities and create models for all possible variants of particle
production. As the system becomes larger and the various pieces become isolated,
eventually the quarks become locked in color neutral states, thus creating hadrons.
This is the progression of hadronization in the string picture.
It is helpful to define two quantities related to the final particles produced from
a single string. The first is the multiplicity of a single string, µ0. This refers to the
number of particles expected to be produced from a single string, and it has been
estimated to be approximately 1.1 for strings in the unit rapidity [44]. This value
was computed by normalizing results to central Pb-Pb collisions from the SPS WA98
experiments [34,45]. A later modification was made to allow comparisons with data by
including a reduction due to only 2
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of particles produced in a collision being charged
hadrons (detectable by experiments) and varying rapidities [46]. The other term is
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the transverse momentum squared of a single string, 〈p2T 〉0. This can be estimated
using Equation (3.8).
3.1.2 Temperature from String Tension
Production of hadrons in e+e− annihilations can be explained by the idea that they
are produced in a thermodynamically equilibrated system [47, 48]. In particular, the
particle spectra from experiment is consistent with the expected spectra produced by
two thermally equilibrated fireballs. This would imply that the production is handled
in a relatively fast process, making it seem that equilibrium is reached at a faster rate
than was originally expected [49]. This could be interpreted as requiring the produced
partons to already be close to thermal equilibrium, and that when they form the final
hadrons, they will be formed in a thermal equilibrium instead of needing secondary
collisions between partons.
One can find further support for this interpretation when applying the color string
picture to e+e− annihilations. As discussed in Section 3.1.1, the Schwinger formula
for the particle spectra is:
dn
d2p⊥
∝ e
−pim2⊥
κ2 (3.9)
This includes the string tension κ, also described in the previous section. In
reference [49], the Schwinger formula was compared to the thermal distribution:
dn
d2p⊥
∝ e−m⊥T (3.10)
These two equations can further be related by allowing the string tension to un-
dergo a fluctuation with a probability function of the Gaussian form [49]
P (κ)dκ =
√
2
pi 〈k2〉e
− κ2
2〈κ2〉dk (3.11)
where 〈κ2〉 is the average string tension defined as:
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〈
k2
〉
=
∫ ∞
0
P (κ)κ2 dκ (3.12)
Combining these equations, and using Equation 29.3.82 in reference [50] (Equation
29.3.84 is listed in [49], but it is Equation 29.3.82 that is used [51]) creates the following
distribution:
dn
d2p⊥
∝ e−m⊥
√
2pi
〈κ2〉 (3.13)
Finally, by comparing this with the thermal equation from above, the temperature
can be related to the string tension:
T =
√
2pi
〈κ2〉 (3.14)
3.2 Percolation Theory
Percolation theory deals with the use of geometric objects with a defined con-
nectivity radius. In a simple version of percolation, we place the objects randomly
in a volume [52]. Two of these objects are said to communicate if they are within
one another’s radius. The occupation density of these objects is represented by ξ.
As ξ increases, there is a greater chance for the objects to form chains of connected
objects (clusters), creating lines of communication. Many applications of percolation
theory involve the use of threshold percolation, which is signified by the formation
of an infinite cluster across the medium. The minimum density to create threshold
percolation is known as the critical density ξc.
Specific transitions this has provided insight for include the liquid gas phase transi-
tion in nuclear collisions (BEVALAC), and an analogy of the Ising model [54]. Several
geometric systems have been analyzed, and their ξc values have been computed. For
the case of 2-D disks (illustrated in Figure 3.5), the ξc has been computed to be
approximately 1.1 [52]. Under the limit of a large number of objects, the fraction of
area (φ) occupied by disks can be shown to be [52,55]:
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Fig. 3.5. Overlapping disks in the transverse plane (Cluster Forma-
tion) [53]. The different colors are to guide the eye to different clusters.
The blue lines represent lines of communication throughout a cluster.
φ = 1− e−ξ (3.15)
3.3 Color String Percolation Model (CSPM)
Both de-confinement and percolation theory are related to the formation of clus-
ters. To bridge these two theories together, one can make the assumption that the
hadron to de-confined phase transition occurs at the critical percolation density, ξc.
In this model, the percolation density ξ is related to the fractional overlap area of a
string. This means the radius of the colored strings is the communication radius and
clusters are formed when they overlap (Figure 3.6). During a collision, we look at
the interaction area S and the N strings that are formed. With the area of a string
being σ0, we can then define ξ as [44]:
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ξ =
Nσ0
S
(3.16)
We can also apply percolation theory to find that ξc ≥ 1.1 for this case, which is
representative for the onset of the critical cluster which spans S [52]. This is purely
a geometric argument that is based on the overlap of the color disks. Though the
assumption linking the critical density to that of the phase transition is an idea
developed in the late 90′s [56], the idea of applying percolation theory as a threshold
for the QGP formation was explored as early at 1979 [57,58].
Fig. 3.6. The various stages of percolation for disks of color charge. a)
isolated disks, b) clustering, c) critical density (transition point) [59].
The color string percolation model naturally depends on two theories, the choice
in the color string dynamics, and percolation theory iteself. The ultimate aim of
using percolation is to link the initial geometrical configuration of color strings to
some final observable result. To do this, a term has been defined to relate the color
modification effect to the geometry of the system [60]:
F (ξ) =
√
1− e−ξ
ξ
(3.17)
The entire premise of this model only applies to high energy and dense systems.
In pp collisions, the chance for the overlap of strings is very small, so we can treat
minimum bias pp collisions as having no color suppression. In AuAu collisions, there
are many more nucleons and the chance for overlap is much greater.
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3.4 Color String Dynamics
Percolation theory governs the geometrical clustering of strings, but it is necessary
to introduce certain dynamics to describe string-string interactions and the resulting
observables of the collision. The search for a model of color string dynamics that
could accurately account for experimental observations started in the early 1990s.
This primarily focused on string fusion models with the goal of reproducing data.
The search continued into the early 2000s, when it was shown that one of the models
tested was preferred for comparisons with data (though there were still variations
upon it) and for representing a phase transition. The models that were used in the
original Monte Carlo simulations for string fusion are discussed in Section 3.4.1. The
model that was used in the CSPM is described in Section 3.4.2. A discussion of some
of the other models that were important in the evolution of the CSPM is described
in Appendix A.
3.4.1 Color String Dynamics in the Monte Carlo Simulations
String Fusion without Volume Conservation
The string fusion scenario theorizes the collapse of overlapping strings into the
geometrical space of a single string of a higher color field [61]. This produces a
sharp change in the color field geometry and curtails any analysis searching for a
phase transition since the string density can increase without bound. This model was
realized as a Monte Carlo simulation in references [33, 62]. In it, strings are allowed
to overlap via their transverse spatial position and their rapidity interval [61]. When
this occurs, a new string (which will be referred to as a cluster for ease of tracking
single strings and fused strings) is created with energy-momentum equal to the sum
of the energy-momentum of the original strings, but with the transverse area of the
cluster remaining that of a single string. It is also assumed that the fusion does not
change the area of the cluster, meaning the area of a cluster is independent of its
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color [55]. This has the added consequence that clusters have the same probability to
fuse as ordinary strings. This also means that clusters have a greater string tension κ
than an ordinary string, approximately n2 times greater compared to an n=1 string.
The Monte Carlo code used a probabilistic model of interacting strings from ref-
erences [62–64]. In it, the Regge-eikonal picture was employed to assign a probability
for N pomerons being formed in an hh collision as:
PN =
e−QQN
N !
(3.18)
where Q is the mean value of N. It can be shown that if two pomerons are allowed to
fuse into one when their transverse positions overlap that the probability distribution
will change and take a form of:
PN = c
QN
N !
N−1∑
k=1
(1− kx) (3.19)
where x is the probability of fusion and k iterates over all possible clusters that a
cluster can fuse with (with upper limit N -1 as an object cannot fuse with itself).
This can be further generalized for cases of multiple pomerons fusing into one of color
number n=
∑
ni. An event of total color number N would then have a number of
strings, vn, with n number of strings inside each, such that N =
∑
nvn and the total
number of clusters in this modified system would be M =
∑
vn. Finally, the total
probability for the creation of vn strings of color n is [55, 62]:
Pvn = c
QNxN−M∏
n=1
(vn!(n!)vn)
M−1∏
k=1
(1− kx) (3.20)
In this final form, the denominator can be understood through standard statistical
terms. The vn! represents the combinations of vn strings of color n, and the n!
accounts for the combination of n ordinary strings that can fuse into a string of color
n [55]. The N -M factor is the number of fusions that have occurred in the collision.
The product at the end of the equation relates to the specific way the strings fused,
and can be separately defined as:
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w =
M−1∏
k=1
(1− kx) (3.21)
Knowing the probability of the formation for strings of various color, it is possible
to predict observables, such as the average number of strings of color n (〈vn〉) and
the average total number of clusters (〈M〉):
〈vn〉 =
∑
vn
vnPvn = C
n
Nx
n−1(1− x)N−n (3.22)
〈M〉 = 1− (1− x)
N
x
(3.23)
It can be seen that 〈M〉 decreases monotonically and that, though fusion is al-
lowed, there are no signs of an irregularity indicative of a phase transition. In order to
make comparisons with experimental data it is important to calculate the multiplicity
and the transverse momentum spectrum that will be produced from the system of
clusters. These quantities can be calculated by using the color and surface area of a
string/cluster.
It is important to note that though the geometry of clusters has not changed, the
change in their string tension could modify the mechanism for particle production.
Variations on this method are studied in reference [55]. The string fusion Monte Carlo
simulation, however, uses the above probability for the formation of strings of various
color, and combines it with the Woods-Saxon model, which represents the distribution
of nucleons in the nucleus [33]. A system can then be defined, and the locations and
densities of color strings can be discussed, as is done in references [33,62].
Following the above methods for the production and hadronization of color strings,
one can futher study the predicted pT distributions created in the central region
of heavy-ion collisions. As was developed in Section 3.1.1, one can claim observed
particles are formed in quark-antiquark pair emissions from the color field of strings
at a probability rate that is of a gaussian form that is a function of pT [37,65]. Once
a qq¯ pair is formed, the color charge Q of the string is reduced, modifying its future
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production rate. One can propagate the decay of strings through the entire collision
and show that the 〈p2T 〉 of particles produced in the complete breakup of a string is
proportional to Q [66]:
〈
p2T
〉
Q
= Q
〈
p2T
〉
0
(3.24)
A realistic form of the pT distribution for a single color string can be extracted
from experiment from pp¯ soft collisions, where the effects of string interactions are
assumed to be small [65]. It is then possible to link the distribution for a single string
of Q = 1 to:
w1(pT ) =
(k − 1)(k − 2)pk0
2pip20(pT + p0)
k
(3.25)
A parametrization can be made by comparing the transverse momentum distri-
butions at different energies and by accounting for the behavior of minimum bias
distributions with varying energy. The first was done for collisions at 630 and 1800
GeV and the second was analyzed for an energy interval of 63 to 1800 GeV [67, 68].
This allowed a parametrization of:
p0 = 2
GeV
c
(3.26)
α = 19.7− 0.86lnE (3.27)
where E is the center of mass energy in GeV
c
. With this parameterization and the
distribution function, it is possible to note that the pT distribution in pp¯ collisions
will follow [65]:
pT0 = 〈pT 〉0 = p0
2
α− 3 (3.28)
〈
p2T
〉
= p20
6
(α− 3)(α− 4) (3.29)
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To allow these equations to represent strings of arbitrary color Q, one can change
p20 → Qp20, defining a new distribution:
wQ(pT ) =
(α− 1)(α− 2)(p0
√
Q)α
2piQp20(pT + p0
√
Q)α
(3.30)
String Fusion with Volume Conservation
In order to introduce the possibility for a first order phase transition, the pre-
vious case can be modified to include the conservation of string volume [55]. The
qualitative result of including volume conservation is that fused strings will be of a
larger transverse size than single strings. In the previous section, a fused string was
of the same transverse size as a string after fusing, meaning as fusions occurred in
the system, there was no increase in the probability for future fusions as the area
covered in strings continually decreased with fusion. The case of volume conservation
increases the probability of clusters fusing with other strings/clusters as its transverse
area increases.
In order to include volume conservation, the method for fusion (Equation (3.21))
needs to be modified. This is derived in [55] and reaches the following form:
w = (1−Nx)M (3.31)
The total probability for the creation of νn strings of color n is then:
Pvn = c
QNxN−M(1−Nx)M∏
n=1
(vn!(n!)vn)
(3.32)
It should be noted that if x becomes greater than 1
N
, the entire medium will
become one cluster, which can be viewed as being the formation of the QGP. This
method was used in the Monte Carlo simulation reported in reference [69].
The Monte Carlo code introduced in references [33, 62] was later updated in ref-
erence [69]. In this code, it was modified to include more the volume conservation
picture.
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3.4.2 Color String Dynamics in the Color String Percolation Model
The interactions of partons in heavy-ion collisions can be represented by color
strings being stretched across the interaction area. When strings overlap, the above
Monte Carlo simulations spatially fused them into a larger string. The CSPM instead
has overlapping strings form a cluster containing a color field equal to the vectorial
sum of the color charges of the individual strings with no spatial modification. A
cluster is thus made up of a homogeneous color charge that is spread over the its
area [60]. For notation purposes, if a system has N overlapping strings, they will
form a cluster of n strings. The cluster will have an energy and momentum that
conserves the energy and momentum of the N original strings. The original color
strings are assumed to have a color charge ~Q0 that is randomly oriented in color
space. Due to this random orientation, the following can be shown to be true:
〈
~Q0i · ~Q0j
〉
= 0 (3.33)
In the case of N strings completely overlapping, the vectorial sum of the color
charges of the cluster reduces to:
Qn =
nQ0√
n
(3.34)
Instead of strings adding to form a larger color charge equal to nQ0, it can be
seen there is a color reduction of 1√
n
. The cluster, however, will have a color charge
equal to or larger to that of a single string. This color reduction factor is only true in
the case of complete overlap. In general the area of the cluster of n strings (Sn) can
vary between the size of a single string (σ0) and the size of N strings that are just
touching (Nσ0). The color reduction can be modified to account for the ratio of the
size of the cluster and the size of the string, becoming
√
Sn
nσ0
.
It is possible to propagate the modified color charge to expected modifications
to specific observables for the produced particles. In the Schwinger model, µn is
proportional to the color charge Qn, and the 〈pT 2〉 is proportional to the string tension
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κn [37,60]. Using Gauss’s theorem, we can also see that Qn is proportional to Sn ·κn.
Combining this with the previously mentioned color reduction effects leads to the
following equations [60]:
µn =
√
nSn
σ0
µ0 (3.35)
〈
p2T
〉
n
=
√
nσ0
Sn
〈
pT
2
〉
0
(3.36)
where µ0 is the multiplicity for a single string and 〈p2T 〉0 is the average transverse
momentum squared for a single string. The above equations are only defined for a
single cluster. With higher energies and with larger colliding particle species, the
number of clusters in a collision can increase. Numerous clusters may form in such
collisions, leading to variations in the net observables. To account for the average
effect of clusters formed in a system of N randomly distributed strings, the color
suppression factor F (ξ) is defined as:
F 2(ξ) =
〈
Sn
nσ0
〉
(3.37)
where F (ξ) is the color suppression factor, which under the thermodynamic limit of
N and S going to infinity with ξ being held constant has the form [34]:
F (ξ) =
√
1− exp(−ξ)
ξ
(3.38)
We can see that F (ξ) is related to the density of the strings. This relationship
comes in handy since the density of strings cannot be observed in experiment, but the
effects of the color suppression can, specifically in the measurement of the multiplicity
and the transverse momentum (pT ) distribution. It is now possible to relate the
parameters to the full spectra produced, and not just for a single cluster as was done
in Equations (3.35) and (3.36) [60]:
µN = F (ξ)Nµ0 (3.39)
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〈
p2T
〉
N
=
〈pT 2〉0
F (ξ)
(3.40)
The above equations are able to match the experimental data since the expected
multiplicity will be lower and the 〈p2T 〉 will be higher than if strings were not allowed
to interact (as many models had attempted in scaling the pp system to AuAu systems
using the number of strings). As was mentioned earlier, the number of strings created
in a heavy-ion collision is expected to increase with the energy and/or the atomic
number of the projectile and target [61]. As more overlaps occur, more clusters of
interacting strings will form. In the CSPM prediction, these clusters will become
areas of uniform color field. A depiction of how such a system would look, with
clusters of area SN is shown in Figure 3.7.
Fig. 3.7. The strings add upon one another forming larger clusters.
The number denotes the number of strings in the cluster [53].
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The CSPM was tested by using the earlier described Monte Carlo simulation
to generate strings in a collision area, but then using predictions from the CSPM
instead of traditional string decay equations [34, 46, 70, 71]. This model was also
modified to make connections with the temperature of the initial moment of the
collision, as was introduced in Section 3.1.2. Approximately 2
3
of the particles created
in the collision are pions. The exponential form of the pT distribution of pions (the
Schwinger distribution for massless particles [37]) can then be used to find that:
dn
dpT
2∼exp
(
−pipT
2
〈κ2〉
)
(3.41)
where the average value of the string tension is 〈κ2〉. This needs to be related to the
standard thermal distribution:
dn
dpT
2∼exp
(
−pipT
T
)
(3.42)
This can be accomplished by transforming the Schwinger Mechanism into the thermal
distribution through the use of the Gaussian fluctuations in the string tension [49]:
dn
dpT
2∼exp
(
−pT
√
2pi
〈κ2〉
)
(3.43)
Noting that 〈κ2〉 = pi〈p
2
T 〉0
F (ξ)
, the distribution can be rewritten in the form:
dn
dpT
2∼exp
(
−pT
√
2F (ξ)
〈p2T 〉0
)
(3.44)
This form can then be compared with the standard thermal distribution given by
Equation 3.42 in order to find the initial temperature of the collision:
T (ξ) =
√
〈pT 2〉0
2F (ξ)
(3.45)
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4. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
4.1 Color String Percolation Analysis
The analysis utilizing the Color String Percolation Model (CSPM) followed the
methodology described in Section 3.3. The pp data set included collisions at
√
S =
200 GeV. The AuAu data sets were collected in 2004, 2010, and 2011. There were
two AuAu 200 GeV sets analyzed, with approximately 1M minimum bias events from
2004, and 432k minimum bias events from 2010. A minimum bias event refers to those
events that created a signal in both ZDCs within a time window consistent with an
event occuring in the STAR detector. No other cuts were applied to these data sets
when stored. The AuAu data at
√
SNN = 7.7, 11.5, 19.6, 27, 39, and 62.4 GeV were
taken as part of the RHIC’s beam energy scan (BES I) program, which ran between
2010 and 2011. All data analyzed from these energies were minimum bias data. The
BES I data was only analyzed in the 0-10% centrality range, and a summary of the
triggers used and the statistics of each data set are included in Table 4.1 (with AuAu
200 GeV from 2010 included for that same centrality). In the following sections, the
2010 AuAu 200 GeV is described unless the 2004 set is noted.
Various cuts were applied to the data in order to restrict the analysis to particles
detected in regions of good detector acceptance and to prevent certain physics phe-
nomena from impacting the results. In particular, the primary event vertex for the
events were restricted in the beam-axis to be within 30 cm of the center of the STAR
detector (|VZ | ≤ 30cm). Due to lower number of particles per event at lower energies,
this range was increased to 50 cm for the
√
SNN = 19.6, 27, 39, and 62.4 GeV data
sets, and to 200 cm for the
√
SNN = 7.7 and 11.5 GeV data sets. This accepts more
events to help boost statistics. The radial vertex position (Vr) of accepted events was
also restricted to be within 2 cm of the beam pipe’s center. At lower energies, the
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Table 4.1.
A list of the 0-10% centrality data used in the CSPM analysis. The
trigger numbers were those used to ensure the data were only from
minimum bias events. The number of events and particles in the
data sample are reported after the primary cuts in this analysis were
applied.
Energy (GeV) Year Trigger Number Events Particles (106)
7.7 2010 290001, 290004 ∼6k 1.0
11.5 2010 310004, 310014 ∼152k 32.6
19.6 2011 340021, 340011 ∼110k 28.2
27 2011 360001 ∼128k 35.6
39 2010 280001 ∼100k 21.2
62.4 2010 270011 ∼132k 42.5
200 2010 260001, 260011, 260021, 260031 ∼43k 16.1
bunches accelerating around the ring become more spread out in the transverse plane
and ions can interact with the beampipe, creating particles that are reconstructed in
what appears to be an actual event. An example of how the distribution of Vr looks
is in Figure 4.1. The accepted pseudo-rapidity range was |η| ≤ 0.5 due to the fact
that the CSPM predictions apply to mid-rapidity data. This η range is well within
good detector acceptance. A minimum pT of 0.15
GeV
c
was used due to detector ac-
ceptance, and a maximum pT of 2.0
GeV
c
was used to minimize the inclusion of jets in
this analysis. Particles were only included if they had a distance of closest approach
to the event vertex of 3 cm or less (|dca| ≤ 3 cm) to maximize the probability that
the particle originated from that event. The number of fit points along the track was
required to be ≥ 15. This restricts the data to include only those particles that were
accurately tracked by the TPC. These cuts are outlined in Table 4.2.
After applying these cuts, the charged hadron pT distribution was created by
recording the pT of all particles in all the accepted events. The pp data was analyzed
by using the following power law fit to characterize the pT spectra [72]:
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Table 4.2.
Cuts used in the CSPM Analysis.
Variable Minimum Maximum Energies Cuts Were Applied
VZ −30cm 30cm 200 GeV
VZ −50cm 50cm 19.6, 27, 39, and 62.4 GeV
VZ −200cm 200cm 7.7 and 11.5 GeV
Vr 0cm 2cm All Except 200 GeV
η −0.5 0.5 All
pT 0.15
GeV
c
2.0 GeV
c
All
dca −3cm 3cm All
NFit 15 hits 45 hits All
Fig. 4.1. Radial vertex positions of 197k minimum bias events at 7.7
GeV. It is necessary to make a radial cut to exclude events beyond a
radial distance of 2 cm from the beam pipe’s center in order to avoid
contamination.
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dn
dp2T
=
a
(p0 + pT )α
(4.1)
where the variable a is the normalization constant, and p0 and α are the free param-
eters to be extracted. AuAu data of the same energy can then be analyzed using a
similar power law fit using the extracted pp parameter, and a modification to the p0
term in order to account for the effects of color suppression [34]:
p0→p0

〈
nσ0
Sn
〉
AuAu〈
nσ0
Sn
〉
pp

1
4
→p0
√
F (ξpp)√
F (ξAuAu)
(4.2)
where F (ξpp) is the color suppression for pp data, and F (ξAuAu) is the color suppres-
sion factor for AuAu data. In reference [65], it is noted that F (ξpp) can be treated
as 1 due to the small likelihood for overlap in minimum bias pp collisions. This
information reduces Equation (4.2) to:
p0→ p0√
F (ξAuAu)
(4.3)
For simplicity, in all future discussion, F (ξAuAu) will be referred to as F (ξ). This
reduced form for the modified p0 can be substituted into the fitting function (Equa-
tion (4.1)), to obtain the following fitting function for AuAu collisions:
dn
dp2T
=
a′(
p0√
F (ξ)
+ pT
)α (4.4)
where a’ denotes a normalization constant that differs from the a used in the pp fit,
and p0 and α are the parameters extracted from the pp fit. This fitting function can
be applied to AuAu data in order to extract an F (ξ), which can then be used to
identify the density parameter ξ for the event by using Equation (3.38). Illustrative
plots for the parameterization of the pp and 0-10% AuAu collisions (from the 2004
data set) at 200 GeV can be found in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, respectively.
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Fig. 4.2. Illustrative fit of pT for pp 200 GeV collisions.
It should be noted that pp data does not exist for all the energies of AuAu colli-
sions analyzed. As a result, it was necessary to trust the assumption that F(ξ)pp=1
throughout this analysis. One would not expect the extracted p0 or α to vary much
with energy in pp collisions, but this is an assumption that needs to be noted.
The above procedure requires the creation of the pT spectrum for all the accepted
particles of the events analyzed. The spectrum is created by going through each event
and recording the pT of each accepted particle. As this method uses all the events
analyzed, it will be referred to as the All Event (AE) method in future discussions.
Another method was devised in order to search for fluctuations in temperature. In it,
the pT spectrum of individual events was created, and then the above CSPM method
was applied. The 〈pT 〉 and the F (ξ) for each event was then recorded. This method
will be referred to as the Event by Event (EbE) method in future discussions. A good
check for this analysis was to compare the 〈pT 〉 of the spectrum produced in the AE
method with the 〈〈pT 〉〉 of the EbE method to confirm they matched (as they should
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Fig. 4.3. Fit of pT for AuAu 200 GeV collisions.
for a system with enough statistics). The F (ξ) extracted in the AE method should
also match the 〈F (ξ)〉 extracted in the EbE method.
The EbE method applies the power law fit to a spectrum of drastically reduced
statistics as compared to the spectrum of the AE method. With such few statistics,
several events that were accepted for analysis were not successfully fit. In order to
improve the above mentioned comparisons between the AE and the EbE methods, a
requirement was made that the AE method only use events that were successfully fit
in the EbE method. This requirement keeps the analyzed set of events the same in
both methods.
4.2 Correlation Study Analysis (〈∆pT,i∆pT,j〉)
A beam energy scan (BES I) was conducted at the RHIC to search for evidence
of the phase transition critical point to the QGP. Several theoretical models indicate
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that the formation of the QGP could create event-by-event fluctuations in several
observables, one specifically being the mean transverse momentum of an event [73–78].
The observation of such a fluctuation would help confirm the creation of the QGP
in collisions, and could also potentially be linked with the critical point of the phase
transition [73, 76]. This analysis calculates the two-particle pT correlation function
(〈∆pT,i∆pT,j〉) to search for such a fluctuation.
The correlation function depends on the ability to conduct an EbE analysis. The
〈pT 〉 of an event is defined as:
< pT >=
1
N
N∑
i=1
pT,i (4.5)
where N is the multiplicity of accepted tracks in the event and pT,i is the transverse
momentum of the ith track [79]. The 〈〈pT 〉〉 of a sample of events can then be defined
as:
〈〈pT 〉〉 =
Nevent∑
k=1
〈pT 〉k
Nevent
(4.6)
where 〈pT 〉k is the average transverse momentum of the particles in the kth event,
and Nk is the number of particles in that event. Finally, the correlation function can
be defined as:
〈∆pT,i,∆pT,j〉 = 1
Nevent
Nevent∑
k=1
Ck
Nk(Nk − 1) (4.7)
where Nevent is the number of events, and Ck is the two particle transverse momentum
covariance for the kth event, defined as:
Ck =
Nk∑
i=1
Nk∑
j=1,i 6=j
(pT,i − 〈〈pT 〉〉) (pT,j − 〈〈pT 〉〉) (4.8)
The covariance term is designed such that if the fluctuations in two variables are
uncorrelated, the covariance will go to zero [80]. If the correlation function is positive,
the fluctuations in the two variables are positively correlated, meaning a change in one
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tends to create a similar change in the other. If the correlation function is negative,
the fluctuations in the two variables are anti-correlated, meaning a change in one
creates an opposite change in the other.
The above procedure was employed in earlier studies at STAR. Four energies of
AuAu collisions were studied in reference [79]. A comparison between AuAu and
CuCu collisions was conducted at two energies in reference [81]. The BES I data was
analyzed for all centralities in reference [1]. All of these analyses examined the pT
spectrum consisting of all charged hadrons.
Part of the goal of this study was to confirm the results previously reported for
the BES I data. During the course of the CSPM analysis (as well as in reference [1]),
it was shown that the 〈〈pT 〉〉 begins to increase at energies lower than 19.6 GeV.
It was suggested in reference [1] that this is due to the increase in the number of
protons present at lower energies. This analysis thus focuses on these lower energies
and applies particle identification (PID) cuts to remove protons from these lower
energies. This tests if the increase in protons masks a potential signal for the critical
point.
The data analyzed in this thesis consisted of AuAu collisions at 7.7, 11.5, and 19.6
GeV, and are described in Table 4.3. Various cuts were applied to the data and are
similar to those used in the CSPM analysis (Table 4.2). The cuts for this analysis
are listed in Table 4.4. A larger data set was selected than was used in the CSPM
analysis to ensure statistical errors would be less than the systematic errors for the
correlation function. This data set also included TPC and TOF information required
for accurate PID. The default cuts used in this analysis are listed in Table 4.4 and
match those applied to AuAu 19.6 GeV data in reference [79]. The all charged hadron
spectrum was analyzed over the pT range of 0.15 to 2.0
GeV
c
. The PID cuts used are
explained in the following section.
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Table 4.3.
A list of the minimum bias data used in the correlation analysis. The
trigger numbers were those used to ensure the data were only from
minimum bias events. The number of events in the data sample are
reported after the primary cuts in this analysis were applied.
Energy (GeV) Year Trigger Number Events
7.7 2010 290001, 290004 35k
11.5 2010 310004, 310014 6.1M
19.6 2011 340021, 340011 5.9M
Table 4.4.
Cuts used in the Two Particle pT Correlation Analysis portion of this thesis.
Variable Minimum Maximum Energies Cuts Were Applied
VZ −75 cm 75 cm All
Vr 0 cm 2 cm All
η −1.0 1.0 All
pT 0.15
GeV
c
2.0 GeV
c
All
dca −1 cm 1 cm All
NFit 15 hits 45 hits All
Fraction Hit 0.52 1.0 All
4.3 Particle Identification Method
The STAR detector is able to accurately identify the species of charged hadrons
due to its Time Project Chamber (TPC) and Time of Flight (TOF) detectors. As
particles traverse the TPC, they ionize the P10 gas inside it. The average energy loss
per unit length of the particle can then be measured based on the pad readings in
the TPC endcap [26]. The Bethe-Bloch equation is the theoretical expression for the
average energy loss per unit length a charged particle will have in a medium [4]. It is
dependent on the density of the medium, the charge of the particle that is traversing
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the medium, that particle’s atomic number and atomic mass, and the momentum of
the particle.
The measured energy loss can be compared with the theoretical expectation by
defining:
z = ln
dE
dx measured
dE
dx theory
(4.9)
This can be calculated for the various particle species, and measured particles can
be recorded as being within a number of σ of the measurement. A similar σ method
can be applied to the mass vs momentum plot shown for the TOF.
In this thesis, protons were removed by having a cut on particles with more than
a 2σ difference from the expected kaon distribution. Figure 4.4 shows the average
ionization energy lost for 3M minimum bias events. Figure 4.5 shows the same data
with an added cut on the σkaon to remove protons. It should be noted that at higher
momenta, protons will be included in the data as they produce the same signal as
the kaons. This was considered in the selection of momentum range analyzed.
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Fig. 4.4. Example for PID for 3M minimum bias events reduced to
0-10% centrality. The lowest band corresponds to pions, followed by
kaons, then protons, and finally deuterons.
Fig. 4.5. Example for PID for 3M minimum bias events reduced to
0-10% centrality with a cut to remove protons.
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF THE CSPM
ANALYSIS
Various energies and centralities were analyzed using the CSPM. The primary mo-
tivation for this analysis was to use the F (ξ) extracted from data to calculate the
temperature of the initial moment of AuAu collisions at various energies. To better
understand these results, several tests were conducted to gauge the accuracy and reli-
ability of the model. The quality tests (primarily variations in the analysis procedure)
are outlined in Section 5.2. The various tests developed to search for self-consistency
in the model are discussed in Section 5.3.
5.1 CSPM Results
The CSPM analysis requires a fit of the pT spectrum of pp and AuAu collisions.
The fitting function (Equation 4.1) was used on pp 200 data in order to extract the
p0 and α parameters. The cuts used in this study match those listed for 200 GeV
data in Table 4.2. The pT spectrum was stored in a histogram of 50 bins. All fits
were run until a successful status was reached. The extracted parameters were:
p0 = 2.943 ± 0.012
α = 16.95 ± 0.06
(5.1)
Using the above p0 and α values, the central (0-10%) AuAu data (listed in Ta-
ble 4.1) were analyzed using the cuts listed in Table 4.2. The extracted F (ξ), the
corresponding ξ and temperature, and the χ
2
NDF
for the fit are listed in Table 5.1.
The reported χ
2
NDF
values are quite high. A sample of ∼ 3M particles from pp
200 GeV data taken in 2004 was analyzed and the residuals between the fit and the
data for that sample were made. Using | Vz |≤ 20 cm, | η |≤ 0.5, and a | dca |≤ 2 cm,
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Table 5.1.
CSPM fit results for central (0-10%) events at various energies.
Energy (GeV) F(ξ) ξ Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
7.7 0.770 1.156 167 53.117
11.5 0.816 0.877 162 479.741
19.6 0.828 0.809 161 230.312
27 0.812 0.900 163 319.314
39 0.786 1.055 165 234.074
62.4 0.747 1.307 170 552.768
200 0.634 2.217 184 417.955
the data were fit over the pT range of 0.4 to 1.2
GeV
c
. Figure 5.1 shows the residuals
when using 150 bins, and the extracted parameters were p0 = 1.68 ± 0.028, and α
= 11.44 ± 0.14, with a χ2
NDF
of 2.16. Figure 5.2 shows the residuals when using 50
bins, and the extracted parameters were p0 = 1.67 ± 0.021, and α = 11.43 ± 0.1,
with a χ
2
NDF
of 4.54. Both fits gave consistent results, and though the reported χ
2
NDF
were a factor two different, this appears to primarily be due to binning, and not due
to a difference in the quality of the fits. The residuals show areas where the fitting
function underestimates the data, and some areas where it overestimates. Overall,
this does not appear to be the best fit for the data. The high χ
2
NDF
is most likely due
to this quality of the fit, and not due to an underestimation in errors.
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Fig. 5.1. Residuals of the CSPM Fit in a histogram of 150 bins.
5.2 CSPM Discussion
The following discussion is focused on modifications to the fitting procedure in
order to gauge the reliability of the CSPM results. As was described in Section 4.1,
to make sure results from the AE and EbE methods were compatible, the AE study
was restricted to those events that were successfully fit in the EbE method. This
condition was applied throughout the following studies.
The test for if the condition that an event be able to be successfully fit before
being included in the AE and the EbE method is discussed in Section 5.2.1. The
effect varying the pT fit range has on this analysis is studied in Section 5.2.2. The
effects of changing the binning of the histograms that store the pT spectra, changing
the Vz cut, and changing the dca cut are reported in Section 5.2.3. The analysis of
∆T fluctuations is presented in Section 5.2.4. The behavior of the F (ξ) value with
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Fig. 5.2. Residuals of the CSPM Fit in a histogram of 50 bins.
varying centrality is studied in Section 5.2.5. A comparison of the results documented
in this thesis and the results of prior publications is described in Section 5.2.6.
A systematic study using four different p0 and α pairs to fit twelve pT ranges is
reported for the BES I energies in Section 5.2.7. This result is used to identify how
much error can be expected for the temperature reported in the CSPM analysis from
choices in how the data was analyzed. Due to the large amount of data in this section,
correpsonding tables are listed in Appendix B.
5.2.1 All Event Versus Event by Event
As described in Section 4.1, the data were analyzed using two methods. The Event
by Event (EbE) method involves applying the CSPM fit to each event, and if it is
successful, recording the F (ξ) for that event. The pT spectrum of that event is then
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added to the cumulative pT spectrum of the All Event (AE) method. Once all events
are analyzed (and filtered) through the EbE method, the AE pT spectrum can be fit
using the same fitting function. This procedure decreases the number of events that
can be included in the AE method as compared to if no such condition was made.
Central (0-10%) events of AuAu collisions at 200 GeV were analyzed in the AE
case with and without the requirement that all included events need be successfully fit.
The cuts listed in Table 4.2 were used, with the change that a fit range of 0.20-2.0 GeV
c
was used. The addition of the requirement that an included event be successfully fit
reduced the AE sample from 42,823 events to 37,014 events. The 〈pT 〉 of the events
changed from 0.5814 GeV
c
to 0.5807 GeV
c
, and the 〈p2T 〉 of the events changed from
0.4687 GeV
2
c
to 0.4678 GeV
2
c
. Finally, the F(ξ) was found to change from 0.6117 to
0.6197. This corresponds to a change in extracted temperature of ∼ 1 MeV. The
number of events rejected by this condition is large, but the impact it has on the
results of this study appear to be very small.
5.2.2 Varying pT Fit Range
A study on the effect of varying the pT fit range was conducted on the pp 200 GeV
and AuAu 200 GeV data. The applied cuts match those listed in Table 4.2. The pp
200 GeV fit results are listed in Table 5.2. In it, the values of the extracted parameters
(p0 and α), the final status of the fit, and the
χ2
NDF
of the fits are listed for each pT
fit range. The fit for the pT range of 0.15 to 1.0
GeV
c
never reached a successful fit
status. This is most likely due to a small data range that may not match the power-
law function tested. The pT fit range of 0.2 to 1.0
GeV
c
suffers a similar problem,
supporting the interpretation that the shape of the spectrum when restricted to pT
values ≤ 1.0 GeV
c
does not seem consistent with a power-law distribution. A status
result of problems means the fit parameters are extracted, but that it is unclear if
this is a local or global χ
2
NDF
minimum for those parameters.
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Table 5.2.
Fits of pp 200 GeV collisions using the CSPM method. The fit for a
pT range of 0.15 - 1.0
GeV
c
was never successful and is left blank.
pT Fit Range (
GeV
c
) p0 α Fit Status
χ2
NDF
0.15 - 1.0 No Success
0.15 - 2.0 2.943 ± 0.012 16.95 ± 0.06 Successful 19790
43
∼ 460
0.2 - 1.0 6.647 ± 0.009 36.13 ± 0.04 Problems 1376
17
∼ 81
0.2 - 1.2 3.738 ± 0.008 21.36 ± 0.04 Successful 2477
22
∼ 113
0.2 - 1.5 2.612 ± 0.008 15.69 ± 0.04 Successful 4143
30
∼ 138
0.2 - 2.0 2.145 ± 0.007 13.38 ± 0.04 Successful 5744
42
∼ 137
0.3 - 1.0 3.422 20.15 Successful 381.5
15
∼ 25
The parameters from the successful fits in Table 5.2 were applied to AuAu 200
GeV collision data using the same cuts and fit ranges. These results are listed in
Table 5.3.
Table 5.3.
Fits of central (0-10%) AuAu 200 GeV collisions using the parameters
obtained over the same pT range in pp 200 GeV data displayed in
Table 5.2.
pT Fit Range (GeV) AE F(ξ) EBE F(ξ) AE
χ2
NDF
0.15 - 2.0 0.634 ± 0.00028 0.6997 ± 0.08563 1.839e4
44
∼ 418
0.2 - 1.2 0.630 ± 0.0004 0.7216 ± 0.110 6053
23
∼ 263
0.2 - 1.5 0.6154 ± 0.0003 0.7025 ± 0.093 8139
31
∼ 263
0.2 - 2.0 0.6117 ± 0.0003 0.6761 ± 0.09 4708
43
∼ 110
The F (ξ) values extracted using the AE method appear primarily unchanged
as the pT fit range is varied. Similarly, the F (ξ) extracted using the EbE method
(more specifically the average of the F (ξ) values extracted from successfully fit events)
appears primarily unchanged as the pT fit range is varied. It is interesting to note
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that the EbE values are consistently larger than the AE values (with values ∼ 10-15%
larger). Despite this difference in the extracted F (ξ) of these methods, the average
pT of the particles used in the AE method and the average of the 〈pT 〉 of the events
in the EbE method were compared and found to be consistently within 1% of each
other. It is believed that the quality of each fit on the EbE basis is what causes this
discrepancy in the F (ξ) values. With fewer particles to fit, the power law fit may
not represent individual events as well as a fuller spectrum. To test this was not the
fitter becoming stuck at a local minimum in each method (preventing a convergence
in extracted F (ξ)), both methods were initialized with the F (ξ) extracted through
the other method. Both fits still extracted their originally reported F (ξ) values,
suggesting this is not an issue of bias from initialization values.
The fits conducted in this study were iterated multiple times following a chi-
squared minimization algorithm. This process was automated with the condition
of running until the fit was successful, or that there were 100 failed attempts (each
attempt has 50,000 iterations to search for a minimum in chi-squared). This can also
be iterated manually, propagating the previous results into the next fitting attempt.
The fit of pp 200 GeV data over the pT range of 0.3-1.0
GeV
c
needed to be iterated
seventeen times before the fit reached a successful verdict. Five iterations are reported
in Table 5.4. With each iteration, the chi-squared value decreased in size. The p0
and α parameters steadily increased and actually went through some of the pairs
extracted in other fit ranges. This may suggest that p0 and α are correlated and that
the iterations are moving through various pairs that will satisfy the fitting function.
A similar trend was noted with AuAu 200 GeV data, with iterations increasing the
F (ξ) value before it was successful.
5.2.3 Systematic Studies
The entire basis of the CSPM analysis depends on the ability to accurately fit pp
data. A fit that is marked successful can still have a bias in the fitted parameters
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Table 5.4.
Iterations of the pp 200 GeV data for the pT fit range of 0.3-1.0
GeV
c
.
Iteration p0 α
χ2
NDF
1 1.168 8.72 3543
15
∼ 236
2 1.649 11.18 1574
15
∼ 105
3 1.985 12.88 968
15
∼ 65
4 2.244 14.19 707
15
∼ 47
17 3.422 20.15 381.5
15
∼ 25
linked with choices in cuts applied to the data. The previous section analyzed the
impact of choosing a fit range for the data on the analysis. Varying the fit range
directly affects the shape of the spectrum fit. Making the range too small can remove
all shape of the spectrum, making it impossible to capture the trend in the data. This
section addresses variations that are not as clearly linked with such an effect. The
number of bins used to organize the pT spectrum for example can impact the overall
shape of the distribution if there are drastic changes in small pT intervals. Cuts on
events could also have an unexpected impact on the results reported in this analysis.
To test binning effects, the 0.2-2.0 pT range was analyzed with the pT spectrum
being stored in 50 and 100 bins. The only noticeable differences involved the reported
error, with an increase in the error on p0 from 0.007 to 0.015, and an increase in the
error on α from 0.04 to 0.07. The χ
2
NDF
also changed from 5744
42
= 136.8 to 6014
87
=
69.13.
The AuAu 200 GeV data had the smallest accepted Vz range as compared to all
the energies analyzed. A study of the impact of changing the |Vz| range from ± 30
cm to ± 10 cm was conducted for the pT range of 0.2-2.0 GeVc . Changing the Vz
range resulted in a drop in accepted events from 42,823 to 10,603 events. There was
a trivial change in 〈pT 〉 and F (ξ). The 〈pT 〉 decreased from 0.581 to 0.579 GeV, and
the AE F(ξ) increased from 0.638 to 0.643. The EbE F (ξ) had a similar magnitude of
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change, increasing from 0.703 to 0.707. These changes correspond to only a difference
of 1 MeV for the calculated temperatures.
A test for the impact changing the dca has on this analysis was conducted. The
pp and AuAu 200 GeV data was analyzed for the pT range of 0.15 to 2.0
GeV
c
. Results
are shown in Table 5.5 and Table 5.6.
Table 5.5.
Fits of pp 200 GeV collisions over the pT range of 0.15-2.0
GeV
c
using
the CSPM method.
dca cut (cm) p0 α Fit Status
χ2
NDF
|dca| ≤ 2 3.60 19.77 Successful 29460
43
∼ 685
|dca| ≤ 3 2.943 16.95 Successful 19790
43
∼ 460
Table 5.6.
Fits of AuAu 200 GeV collisions over the pT range of 0.15-2.0
GeV
c
using the parameters obtained over the same range in pp 200 GeV
data displayed in Table 5.5.
dca cut (cm) AE F(ξ) EbE F(ξ) AE χ
2
NDF
|dca| ≤ 2 0.638 0.7021 1.839e4
44
∼ 428
|dca| ≤ 3 0.634 0.6997 1.839e4
44
∼ 428
There is a noticeable change to both the value of p0 and α when changing the
dca, however, the change in the fit of the AuAu data using those parameters has a
negligible difference, equating to a change in temperature less than 1 MeV.
5.2.4 ∆T Fluctuation and Width Study
The EbE analysis was conducted to allow a study of temperature fluctuation. The
0-10% AuAu 200 GeV data was analyzed. The cuts included a | Vz |≤ 30 cm, an
| η |≤ 0.5, a |dca|≤ 2 cm, and the number of fit points ≤ 15. In Table 5.5, the pp
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200 GeV data was fit over the pT range of 0.15 and 2.0
GeV
c
. A p0 = 3.6 and an α
= 19.77 was extracted. These values were used in this study. The following fits were
run until a status of successful was reached. The fits were initialized with an F (ξ) =
1.
Table 5.7.
Event by Event analysis searching for temperature fluctuations.
Additional Cuts AE F(ξ) EbE F(ξ) EbE Temperature (MeV)
Default 0.6382 0.7021 ± 0.0895 175.9 ± 11.15
0.2-2.0 0.6482 0.7185 ± 0.09596 174 ± 11.56
0.2-1.5 0.6606 0.7478 ± 0.09800 170.5 ± 11.34
0.2-1.2 0.677 0.7634 ± 0.1091 169.0 ± 12.54
0.2-1.2, | Vz |≤ 10 0.6772 0.7618 ± 0.1103 169.2 ± 12.78
0.3-1.0 0.7011 0.7528 ± 0.1335 171.1 ± 16.55
| η |≤ 0.2 0.6355 0.6169 ± 0.1435 190.6 ± 23.7
The recorded uncertainty for the EbE F (ξ) is actually the sigma of the approx-
imate Gaussian formed for the number of events vs F (ξ) plot. The recorded uncer-
tainty for the EbE Temperature is also the sigma of the approximate Gaussian formed
for the corresponding plot. It can be seen that only the tests for a pT range of 0.3-1.0
GeV
c
and the test with | η |≤ 0.2 observed a strong change in sigma as compared to
the sigma using default cuts.
The | η |≤ 0.2 data have the most dramatic change in EbE F (ξ) value recorded,
and is very similar to the AE F (ξ) reported for that test. This set recorded the highest
temperature (∼15 MeV greater than the other tests) and the largest temperature
fluctuation (almost by a factor of two). As a smaller pseudorapidity limits the data
to those particles with a higher pT , this shift towards a higher temperature makes
sense. However, the statistics on the EbE basis should also have decreased, resulting
in a worse quality of fit. It is unclear why this range has such similar agreement with
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the AE F(ξ) value. A similar phenomenon can be observed in the data set with a pT
range of 0.3-1.0 GeV
c
, where the EbE and AE F (ξ) values are only ∼ 0.05 different.
This effect is not purely a statistical effect as the data set using a pT range of 0.2-1.2
GeV
c
was analyzed with a reduction in number of events due to the inclusion of | Vz |≤
10 cm and still produced the same results for the AE method.
5.2.5 Varying Data Centrality
A study was conducted on the effect of varying the centrality of AuAu 200 GeV
collisions. This analysis used the same cuts as listed in Table 4.2, with the exception
that | Vz |≤ 35 cm. The CSPM predicts that F(ξ) should decrease with increasing
energy and increasing centrality.
Table 5.8.
CSPM fits for various centralities of AuAu events at 200 GeV.
Centrality Events < pT > AE F(ξ) EbE F(ξ) AE Temperature EbE Temperature
0-2.6% 8,125 0.583 0.630 0.693 185 MeV 177 MeV
0-5% 19,695 0.582 0.634 0.698 184 MeV 176 MeV
5-10% 23,684 0.579 0.643 0.707 183 MeV 175 MeV
0-10% 42,823 0.581 0.638 0.703 183 MeV 176 MeV
20-30% 47,843 0.569 0.679 0.706 178 MeV 177 MeV
The AE and EbE F (ξ) values do indeed appear to decrease with increasing cen-
trality. The EbE F (ξ) is also always larger than the AE F (ξ). This is most likely
due to the nature of the fit on an event by event basis with fewer statistics than the
AE method. The expected temperature from both methods show a slight decrease in
temperature with the transition to peripheral collisions.
As discussed earlier in Section 4.1, only minimum bias events were analyzed in
this thesis. For this data, the centrality of events was calculated with a comparison
to the Glauber model, using information from the reference multiplicity of an event
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to estimate the event’s centrality. As the reference multiplicity of an event refers to
particles detected with an | η |≤ 0.5, these same particles are used in the analysis.
Using a group of particles both in the cuts and in the analysis of an event can lead
to auto-correlations, which can affect physics analysis.
The ZDC can be used to estimate the centrality of an event from the deposited
energy by spectator neutrons. There are specific trigger configurations recorded with
data to mark an event as being one with sufficient ZDC signal to be a central collision
as registered by the ZDC. There is AuAu 200 GeV data with these triggers, and more
specifically, with the criteria that any events recorded will have a 0-12% centrality.
AuAu 200 GeV data from 2004 was analyzed for this study. This data set was ac-
quired by requiring trigger 15105 fired, which means that the ZDC could be analyzed
on the event. The minimum bias 2004 data was restricted to the centrality of 0-10%
with a refmult ≥ 431. The ZDC trigger was used with and without this restriction
to again gauge variations. The data had | Vz |≤ 20 cm, | dca |≤ 2 cm, | η |≤ 0.5, and
a minimum of 15 fit points from the TPC. All events were fit from 0.15 ≤ pT ≤ 2.0
GeV
c
.
Table 5.9.
CSPM fits for minimum bias and ZDC triggered AuAu 200 GeV data from 2004.
Centrality Events Data Type < pT > AE F(ξ)
χ2
NDF
0-10% 858 MB with Refmult Cut 0.5895 0.5817 ± 0.0036 2.6556
0-12% 5033 ZDC 0.5910 0.5731 ± 0.0015 8.0625
0-10% 1289 ZDC with Refmult Cut 0.5924 0.5668 ± 0.0029 1.8725
The variation in temperature here is on the order of 3 MeV. Otherwise, results
appear fairly consistent.
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5.2.6 Publication Comparisons
A preliminary study using the CSPM method on various systems has previously
been conducted [35, 82]. In it, various collision systems were studied, being AuAu
collisions at 19.6, 62.4, and 200 GeV, as well as dAu and CuCu collisions at 200 GeV.
All data sets were minimum bias events measured in the STAR detector. The cuts
on the data included |Vz| < 30 cm, |η| < 1.0, |dca| < 3 cm, number of fit points in
the TPC > 10, and 0.2 ≤ pT ≤ 1.2 GeVc . The publication makes reference to the
same CSPM methodology used in this thesis. Though the publication describes how
the parameters p0 and α need to be obtained from 200 GeV pp collisions, the values
obtained or used for this analysis were not included. The accuracy of the fits applied
to the data sets was also not included.
The density parameters and corresponding color string suppression factors were
calculated and plotted in reference [82] for the most central collisions for 19.6, 62.4,
and 200 GeV AuAu collisions, as well as 200 GeV dAu collisions. The centrality
dependence of the density parameter is plotted in Figure 5.3, which shows the den-
sity parameter versus the various collision centralities (Npart) for 62.4 and 200 GeV
collisions.
Both figures demonstrate the expected behavior of higher energies and higher cen-
tralities corresponding to systems of higher density parameters, and thus suppression
factors of smaller magnitude (equating to greater color suppression).
A follow-up study was published providing a more rigorous study on the most
central 200 GeV collision data [83]. The cuts on the data included |Vz| < 30 cm,
|η| < 0.5, |dca| < 3 cm, and the number of fit points in the TPC > 15 [84]. The fit
was conducted over six pT ranges, containing a minimum pT of 0.15 and 0.2
GeV
c
, and
the maximum pT values of 1.0, 1.2, and 1.5
GeV
c
. The results of these fit ranges were
averaged together. Systematics of this analysis included changing the Vz cut to 20 cm,
and changing the η cut to 1.0. Minor changes were noted for these variations. The
p0 of 1.982 and an α of 12.877 had been extracted from fits of 200 GeV pp collisions,
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Fig. 5.3. The percolation density parameter (ξ) as a function of col-
lision centrality (Npart) in 62.4 and 200 GeV AuAu collisions [35,82].
and were used for this analysis. The fit of central 0-10% 200 GeV AuAu collisions
gave a value of ξ = 2.88 ± 0.09. This corresponds to an F(ξ) of 0.5725. Using a value
of
√〈p2T 〉0 = 207.2 ± 3.3 MeV, the temperature of the initial moment of the collision
was found to be Ti = 193.6 ± 3.0 MeV. This was found to be in reasonable agreement
with the Ti = 221 ± 19stat ± 19sys MeV of the direct photon measurement by the
PHENIX collaboration [85]. This matches measurements in reference [82].
The fitting function used in the CSPM analysis matches that used in [86], which
extracted a p0 of 1.71 and an α of 12.42. This is close to the values reported and used
in [83]. One of the analyses of pp 200 GeV collisions in this thesis led to a p0 of 3.6
and an α of 19.77. This is reasonable as the chi-squared space for the variables is quite
large due to the strong dependence of the two parameters on one another. Using the
same cuts as the publications, an F (ξ) of 0.7174 was extracted, which corresponds
to a temperature of 173 MeV. This is fairly different from the 193.6 MeV recorded
in the publication. Using the parameter values, one can integrate the fitting function
over the range analyzed to calculate the 〈pT 〉 for the data. The transverse momentum
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spectrum can be directly analyzed to find the actual 〈pT 〉 in that range. The results
are shown in Table 5.10.
Table 5.10.
Comparisons of the calculation of 〈pT 〉 directly from data, from the
calculation of the fit function results from reference [83] and from
calculations from the fit in this analysis using the same cuts but a
different p0 and α.
Data Set p0 α F (ξ) Temperature (MeV) 〈pT 〉
Data 0.4944
Fit Extraction 1.982 12.877 0.586 194 0.49336
Fit Extraction 3.600 19.770 0.717 173 0.49287
Despite the differences in fitting parameters, it can be seen that both fits reason-
ably describe the 〈pT 〉 of the data. Any analysis involving the CSPM must then take
this into account in future studies in addition to the statistical and systematic errors
usually considered in such an analysis.
5.2.7 Systematic Study of BES I
The previous sections discussed the tests that were applied to 0-10% AuAu 200
GeV data. In this section, a rigorous test was applied to the central BES I data
(0-10% AuAu 7.7, 11.5, 19.6, 27, 39, 62.4 GeV). Four pairs of p0 and α discussed in
the previous sections were selected to analyze this data and are listed in Table 5.11.
Twelve pT ranges were selected to be fit for the six BES I energies (listed in Table 5.12.
In the AuAu 200 GeV data, it was found that it was primarily the choice in p0
and α that affected the extracted F(ξ), with fit range being a smaller contributor
(Section 5.2.2). As lower energies will have fewer particles per event, even if the
same number of events are analyzed, the statistics for the pT spectrum will naturally
decrease. The same behavior noted for AuAu 200 GeV data may not be observed.
The inclusion of twelve pT fit ranges will provide the ability to observe if this changes
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at lower energies. The fit is run using four pairs of p0 and α so that an average
temperature with a standard deviation can be extracted. This will allow the creation
of error bars reflective of the uncertainty introduced by selecting a p0 and α parameter.
Table 5.11.
The four pairs of p0 and α used for the systematic study of the BES I data.
Source p0 α
Reference [84] 1.98 12.88
Reference [86] 1.71 12.42
Table 5.2 2.94 16.95
Table 5.2 2.15 13.38
Table 5.12.
The twelve pT ranges that the data was used for fitting the BES I data.
pT Ranges
0.15-1.0 0.2-1.0 0.3-1.0
0.15-1.2 0.2-1.2 0.3-1.2
0.15-1.5 0.2-1.5 0.3-1.5
0.15-2.0 0.2-2.0 0.3-2.0
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Fig. 5.4. Collision energy versus extracted temperature from the fits
of 0.15-2.0 and 0.3-1.5 GeV
c
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Fig. 5.5. Collision energy versus 〈pT 〉 from the fits of 0.15-2.0 and 0.3-1.5 GeVc
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It can be seen that there is no distinguishing power between the different energies.
However, there is a clear behavior of the temperature with changes in energy, and it
appears very similar to the behavior experienced by 〈pT 〉. This matches the earlier
discussion points, the fit is able to describe the change in behavior in 〈pT 〉, but it does
not seem able to make a specific claim about the extracted temperatures. A similar
trend was observed in the other analyzed cases.
5.2.8 Summary
From all of these variations of the method proposed by the CSPM, it would
appear that the fitting function is able to reproduce the pT spectrum of events, but
it is not able to extrapolate a precise temperature to represent the initial moment of
the collision. Applying the CSPM on an EbE basis may also not be accurate enough
to detect any fluctuations in temperature. There appears to be a behavior in the
temperature versus energy plots similar to that of the 〈pT 〉 versus energy plots, but
the degree of uncertainty makes any conclusion hard to draw. This matches the earlier
discussion points, being the fit is able to reproduce the data, but it does not seem
able to make a specific claim about the extracted temperatures. The consistently
observed difference in the F (ξ) extrapolated from the AE and from the EbE method
supports this conclusion.
It is interesting to note that the p0 and α used in reference [83] (1.982 and 12.877
respectively) are close to the third iteration of the fit of pp 200 GeV data sample over
the pT range of 0.3-1.0
GeV
c
listed in Table 5.4. This observation continues to add
support that there are multiple p0 and α pairs that seem to reflect the behavior of
the pT spectra.
The temperature extrapolated from the EbE method consistently had a sigma of
∼ ± 11 MeV. The AE method also did not provide a consistent temperature. It was
shown that the same 〈pT 〉 could be obtained from the integration of a fit using an F(ξ)
equivalent to a temperature of 194 MeV and an F (ξ) equivalent to a temperature of
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173 MeV. Taking the standard deviation from the extrapolated temperature over a fit
range using four pairs of p0 and α was also on the order of 10 MeV. It is not possible
to calculate how much of these errors overlap, or if they are exclusive, but a minimum
uncertainty in temperature of 10 MeV appears to be needed when using the CSPM.
Prior publications remain primarily unaffected by the above conclusions, only
needing to modify the calculated uncertainty. In reference [83], the primary source of
uncertainty was attributed to the error in
√
〈pT 〉20, which corresponds to a 3% error
on F (ξ). No extra error was placed on F (ξ). Two different results in this thesis
suggest an error of ± 10 MeV may need to be placed on the extracted temperature.
In reference [83], the extracted temperature was compared with the direct photon
measurement made by the PHENIX Collaboration in reference [85]. That reported
temperature for the initial moment of the collision was T = 221 ±19stat± 19sys MeV.
The modification to the uncertainty recomended in this thesis would still have a
magnitude that is comparable to this other method.
Another influence on the extracted temperature is the value selected for
√
< p2T >0.
The value suggested in reference [60] is
√
< p2T >0 ' 200 MeV. It is noted that this
is appropriate with a critical temperature of TC ' 170-180 MeV, and a ξ ' 1.18-1.5.
Such a variation in ξ corresponds to a range in F(ξ) and T of ' 0.766-0.720 and 161.6-
166.7 MeV respectively. The value used in reference [83] was based on linking the
universal freeze-out temperature (167.7 ± 2.6 MeV (as calculated in reference [87]) to
the percolation phase transition density (ξc = 1.2). Using Equation 3.45, a
√
< p2T >0
= 207.2 ± 3.3 MeV was obtained. This value was then used to measure a temperature
of T = 193.6 ± 3.0 MeV for 0-10% AuAu 200 GeV data. In reference [9], however,
the values for the
√
< p2T >0 of a single quark and of a quark-antiquark pair were
computed as 250 and 350 MeV respectively. If these values were instead used, the ex-
tracted temperature would have been T=233.6 and T=327.1 MeV respectively. The
originally mentioned value of 200 MeV would have led to a temperature of T=186.9
MeV. One can see the choice in this constant can have a strong impact on the final
conclusion for the magnitude of temperature selected. The behavior of the extracted
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temperature for varying energy and/or centrality, however, should remain the same
regardless of choice. In this thesis, the value of
√
< p2T >0 = 207.2 MeV (matching
reference [83]) was used.
5.3 Testing the CSPM
The Color String Percolation Model is a model which attempts to apply geomet-
rical arguments to a complex system in order to provide new insight. Two apparent
strengths in this model are that it provides a means to categorize events instead of
using the Glauber model to infer centrality (if the EbE method is applied), and it pro-
vides a measurement of temperature in the initial moment of the collision. However,
it has the weakness that it lacks a clear method for testing its accuracy for describing
physics phenomena.
Specifically, the model can reproduce data, but the question remains if it can be
used experimentally on data as an identifier for different types of events with different
initial temperatures in the collision. The CSPM will give an F(ξ) value regardless of
its validity, leaving an experimentalist to decide whether to attribute more complex
physics, such as the temperature prediction, to the measured result. In the previous
section, several variations on the data analysis method were applied, and though they
help in gauging consistency, they do not provide a test for the model.
An example of where this insensitivity of the model can be shown to be problematic
is in the value assigned to the critical density in percolation theory. It has been shown,
that if one assumes a non-uniform distribution of strings in heavy-ion collisions, such
as a Gaussian, that the critical density can be shifted from being 1.12 to approximately
1.6 [88]. This does not directly affect the method applied experimentally, but it does
show a weakness that experimental measurements will need to be very precise in
order to provide support for a specific theoretical model for ξ. The variation in ξ also
corresponds to a shift in
√〈p2T 〉0 from 207.2 MeVc to 199.3 MeVc . Extrapolated values
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using the CSPM thus will have built in uncertainties, and must be considered when
searching for critical behavior in data.
In an attempt to gauge the strength and weakness of the CSPM, several consis-
tency checks were developed and explored. As only the percolation scenario with
homogeneous color field and string overlap effects (described in Section 3.4.2) was
developed to be conducted with experiment, we will only test that specific model.
The fitting function is tested in a toy model in Section 5.3.1. The effect of having
a finite pT range for analysis when the CSPM was derived for an infinite range is
analyzed in Section 5.3.2. The expected relationship between p0 and α is tested
in Section 5.3.3. The expected relationship between 〈pT 〉 and F (ξ) is analyzed in
Section 5.3.4. The relationship between 〈p2T 〉 and F(ξ) is studied in Section 5.3.5.
The Monte Carlo code used in Reference [69] is analyzed in Section 5.3.6 using the
CSPM method as applied to data.
5.3.1 Testing the Fit Function
The power law fitting function used in this analysis, Equation (4.1), has been
successfully used in other analyses which fit the combined transverse momentum
spectra of multiple events [86]. This analysis, however, attempts to apply the same
fit on an event by event basis, making it susceptible to effects from lower statistics.
A toy model was created in order to test the validity of using the power law fit
as a means of describing and distinguishing the individual pT spectra of events at
similar centralities and energies. This toy model further allowed testing if the fit
function provides consistent results, and provided an estimate for the error that can
be attributed to the fitting method itself when analyzing real data.
The toy model was created by means of the rejection method, as outlined in
reference [89]. This entails creating a probability distribution, p(x), for a power law
using the same accepted parameters as used in the data analysis, specifically a p0 of
3.6 and an α of 19.77. Multiple ranges in pT were tested, but for an example of the
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normalization equation, if the desired pT range of p(x) were 0.3 to 1.0
GeV
c
, one would
normalize it via the following equation:
∫ 1.0
0.3
apT
(p0 + pT )α
dpT = 1 (5.2)
This power law probability density is shown in Figure 5.6.
Fig. 5.6. The probability density of the power law fit used in the toy model.
A comparison function, f(x), is then selected with the requirement that it envelops
p(x) and has a finite area, which can always be accomplished as it is not limited to
being a normalized area, thus it need only enclose an area A, where A is greater than
1. This method is based on the ability to randomly choose a point in two dimensions
with a uniform probability in the area under f(x). When the point lies above the area
under p(x) it is rejected and another random point is selected, but any time it lies
inside that area, it is accepted. The accepted points will be uniform in the accepted
area, and their x values will follow the desired distribution. The fraction of points
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rejected reflects the relative areas of f(x) and p(x), so the number of iterations will
be related to A.
Creating the random distribution allows the creation of events that have a known
p0 and α for the fitter to attempt to identify. It also allows complete control over
the number of particles per event to gauge if there is a threshold for a more accurate
determination. Specifically, earlier analyses combined all events to form a distribution
of sizeable statistics. Using the fit on an event by event basis by definition restricts
the statistics (number of particles) to be on the order of 150 particles on average.
This may be impractical for a reliable fit, but the rejection method tests will be
able to help identify the minimum number of particles needed for a reliable fit. If,
for example, a minimum of 2000 particles was found to help the fitting algorithm,
batches of 10 or more events could be created to provide the statistical power for the
data analysis while allowing a batch by batch analysis in search for fluctuations.
A test was made with the number of points varying from 200, 1000, 10k, and
100k particles in an event. Each set was then fit over various pT ranges, using three
minimum pT values (0.15, 0.20, and 0.30
GeV
c
) and three maximum pT values (1.0, 1.5,
2.0 GeV
c
). The fits were conducted using the standard Minuit fitting algorithm, and
were run until the fits were converged (the default attempt was 50,000 iterations for a
least likelihood fit). The results for the 200 and 100k particle events can be seen in the
following Tables. The fit struggled for most of these, except for the events with 10k
and 100k, where it was able to accurately fit the p0 and α. This adds credance to the
measurement of F(ξ) in reference [83] on the statistical side, though demonstrating
that all events in the centrality windows selected should obey the same power law
distribution is a different question. This also means that an event by event analysis,
as outlined previously, may be inaccurate due to low statistics, but running it with
batches may be more successful.
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Table 5.13.
Fit results for the 200 particle event created using the rejection
method with a p0 of 3.6 and an α of 19.77. Error estimates on the
parameters were not included as they were 2% or less.
Fit Range p0 α
χ2
NDF
0.15-1.0 4.329 24.44 17.08
15
(1.139)
0.15-1.5 1.362 9.142 19.52
19
(1.027)
0.15-2.0 0.754 6.048 20.53
23
(0.893)
0.2-1.0 2.589 15.850 16.95
14
(1.211)
0.2-1.5 0.894 6.990 19.18
18
(1.066)
0.2-2.0 0.512 5.015 19.92
22
(0.906)
0.3-1.0 3.857 21.680 14.19
12
(1.183)
0.3-1.5 0.644 5.772 16.33
16
(1.021)
0.3-2.0 0.281 4.002 16.76
20
(0.838)
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Table 5.14.
Fit results for the 100k particle event created using the rejection
method with a p0 of 3.6 and an α of 19.77. Error estimates on the
parameters were not included as they were 2% or less.
Fit Range p0 α
chi2
NDF
0.15-1.0 3.803 20.828 17.58
20
(0.879)
0.15-1.5 3.387 18.788 31.54
33
(0.956)
0.15-2.0 3.490 19.283 42.92
47
(0.913)
0.2-1.0 4.054 22.019 16.99
19
(0.894)
0.2-1.5 3.436 19.009 31.37
32
(0.980)
0.2-2.0 3.534 19.478 42.63
46
(0.927)
0.3-1.0 5.482 28.712 14.4
16
(0.900)
0.3-1.5 3.556 19.547 30.14
29
(1.039)
0.3-2.0 3.648 19.973 41.24
43
(0.959)
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In order to test the capability of the fitting function, the same fits were run with a
fixed α of 19.77 (as was used to create the data). The following tables for the smallest
(200 particles) and largest (100k particles) show that the fit was much more successful
in recovering the p0 of 3.6 used to create the data, though it has enough variation
with fit range and a varying chi-square that it does not appear to have reached a
global minimum.
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Table 5.15.
Fit results for the 200 particle event created using the rejection
method with a p0 of 3.6 and an α of 19.77. The fit had a varying
p0 but a fixed α of 19.77. Error estimates on the parameters were not
included as they were 2% or less.
Fit Range p0 α
chi2
NDF
0.15-1.0 3.412 19.77 17.09
16
(1.068)
0.15-1.5 3.521 19.77 19.84
20
(0.992)
0.15-2.0 3.588 19.77 22.11
24
(0.921)
0.2-1.0 3.354 19.77 16.95
15
(1.130)
0.2-1.5 3.488 19.77 19.79
19
(1.042)
0.2-2.0 3.570 19.77 22.10
23
(0.961)
0.3-1.0 3.467 19.77 14.19
13
(1.092)
0.3-1.5 3.663 19.77 16.79
17
(0.988)
0.3-2.0 3.806 19.77 18.85
21
(0.898)
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Table 5.16.
Fit results for the 100k particle event created using the rejection
method with a p0 of 3.6 and an α of 19.77. The fit had a varying
p0 but a fixed α of 19.77. Error estimates on the parameters were not
included as they were 2% or less.
Fit Range p0 α
chi2
NDF
0.15-1.0 3.585 19.77 17.76
21
(0.846)
0.15-1.5 3.595 19.77 32.2
34
(0.947)
0.15-2.0 3.595 19.77 43.22
48
(0.900)
0.2-1.0 3.587 19.77 17.54
20
(0.877)
0.2-1.5 3.598 19.77 31.69
33
(0.960)
0.2-2.0 3.597 19.77 42.72
47
(0.909)
0.3-1.0 3.592 19.77 16.48
17
(0.969)
0.3-1.5 3.605 19.77 30.15
30
(1.005)
0.3-2.0 3.603 19.77 41.27
44
(0.938)
5.3.2 Finite pT Range Effects
The theory of the CSPM is based on the ability to fit spectra over a pT range
of 0 to ∞. It is impossible to measure such a range in experiment. To gauge the
impact having a finite pT range may have on the CSPM analysis, the following test
was conducted. Using a specific p0 and α pair, the fitting function was integrated to
extract a 〈pT 〉 and a 〈p2T 〉 over a finite and an infinite pT range. For a p0 = 3.69 and
α = 21.34, the 〈pT 〉 and 〈p2T 〉 can be computed using:
< x >=
∫ xmax
xmin
x2
(p0+x)α
dx∫ xmax
xmin
x
(p0+x)α
dx
(5.3)
< x2 >=
∫ xmax
xmin
x3
(p0+x)α
dx∫ xmax
xmin
x
(p0+x)α
dx
(5.4)
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Table 5.17.
Comparison of finite versus infinite integral ranges for the pp toy model.
pT Range (
GeV
c
) < pT > (
GeV
c
) < p2T > (
GeV 2
c
)
0-∞ 0.4024 0.2569
0.3-1.0 0.5294 0.3116
It can be seen that for these specific fit ranges, the 〈pT 〉 increases by ∼30%, and
the 〈p2T 〉 increases by ∼20%.
The above procedure was also applied to a toy model for AuAu data. Equa-
tions (5.3) and (5.4) can be modified to include an F(ξ) using Equation (4.3). The
above values of p0 = 3.69 and α = 21.34 were used in the AuAu toy model. Two
arbitrary F (ξ) values were selected, being 0.62 and 0.69. Results are shown in Ta-
ble 5.18. The AuAu toy model is less susceptible to this shift, with 〈pT 〉 changing by
∼10-14% and 〈p2T 〉 changing by ∼9-20%. The finite range also appears less affected
by the change in F(ξ) than the infinite range.
Table 5.18.
Comparison of finite versus infinite integral ranges for the AuAu toy model.
pT Range (
GeV
c
) F(ξ) < pT > (
GeV
c
) < p2T > (
GeV 2
c
)
0-∞ 0.62 0.5111 0.4144
0.3-1.0 0.62 0.5605 0.3490
0-∞ 0.69 0.4844 0.3723
0.3-1.0 0.69 0.5538 0.3408
These observations add to question on how much we can trust a specific value
obtained using the CSPM method. The overall behavior, once again, is most likely
not put into question as the same trend of an increase in F (ξ) corresponding to a
decrease in 〈pT 〉 was observed for both ranges, though at a different rate.
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5.3.3 Expected Relationship Between p0 and α
The parameters of the fitting function used in the CSPM can be linked with the
multiplicity and pT spectrum of the data. In reference [65], minimum bias data was
analyzed to find proper values for these parameters. In it, α was shown to have
dependence on the center of mass energy E of a collision:
p0 = 2
GeV
c
α = 19.7− 0.86 lnE
(5.5)
pp 200 GeV data was analyzed in both this analysis, and in reference [83]. The
two sets of paramaterizations can be compared to the expected value for a 200 GeV
collision. Further, these values are able to be linked with a specific 〈pT 〉0 and 〈p2T 〉0
following:
〈pT 〉0 = p0
2
α− 3〈
p2T
〉
0
= p20
6
(α− 3)(α− 4)
(5.6)
Results using the three pairs of parameters and Equation (5.6) are shown in Ta-
ble 5.19. The results from reference [83] and this thesis are fairly consistent, though
both are fairly different from the predictions of reference [65]. This analysis adds
support to the notion that the fits to pp data can extract multiple pairs of p0 and α
that relate to comparable observables.
5.3.4 Fractional Variation Study
In Section 3.4, several models were described for color string interactions. This
was studied in the previous section, and a relationship between p0 and α with ob-
servables was shown in Equation (5.6). By taking the derivative of both sides of this
equation, the expected relative change in 〈p2T 〉 with respect to p0 can be shown to be:
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Table 5.19.
Comparison of the p0, α, < pT >0, and < p
2
T >0 expected for the fit
results from [65], [83], and this thesis.
Data Source p0 α < pT >0 < p
2
T >0
[65] 2 15.14 0.3295 0.1775
[83] 1.982 12.88 0.401 0.2688
This Analysis 3.6 19.77 0.4293 0.2940
δ
〈
p2T
〉
0
= 2p0
6
(α− 3)(α− 4)δp0 (5.7)
Further, if we divide through by 〈p2T 〉0, we can see the fractional change we would
expect in both terms to be related by the following relation:
δ 〈p2T 〉0
〈p2T 〉0
=
2δp0
p0
(5.8)
This equation only holds for single strings without interaction (without a modified
color charge Q). Earlier it was shown that p0 can be generalized to color charge Q by
including the transformation p20 → Qp20. It was also shown in Section 4.1 that a fit to
the data can be accomplished with the transformation:
p0→p0

〈
nσ0
Sn
〉
AuAu〈
nσ0
Sn
〉
pp

1
4
→p0
√
F (ξpp)√
F (ξAuAu)
(5.9)
where F (ξpp) is assumed to be one. This transformation can be employed to make
the following changes in Equation (5.8):
p0 → p0√
F (ξAuAu)
δp0 → −p0δF (ξAuAu)
2F (ξAuAu)
3
2
(5.10)
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Applying the transformation to Equation (5.8) leads to the following relation:
δ 〈p2T 〉
〈p2T 〉
=
−2p0
√
F (ξAuAu)δF (ξAuAu)
2p0F (ξAuAu)
3
2
=
−δF (ξAuAu)
F (ξAuAu)
(5.11)
From this, one can conclude that the magnitude of observed fractional fluctuation
in the 〈p2T 〉 of the particles produced in a collision should match the magnitude of the
fractional fluctuation of the fitting paramter F(ξAuAu). Deviations from this equation
could imply that this model is not self-consistent, however, differences could also be
attributed to a poor fit. Differences in the latter case would then mean that our
fitting function is not sensitive enough to the fluctuations of the observable, and is
not an accurate measure of the underlying physics.
The EbE method was applied to the 2004 AuAu 200 GeV data using a | Vz |≤ 35
cm, and the other default cuts listed in Table 4.4. The approximate Gaussian of 〈p2T 〉
and F (ξ) were plotted on the EbE basis in order to compute the fractional changes.
The results of this study for the pT range of 0.15 to 2.0 and 0.3 to 1.0
GeV
c
are shown in
Table 5.20. For the range of 0.15-2.0 GeV
c
, there seems to a close relationship between
the two fractional variations, however, the range of 0.3-1.0 GeV
c
is almost a factor two
different. It would appear that the model can be consistent over certain ranges, but
that the quality of the fit on the EbE basis may make inaccuracies that dominate any
relationship in these variables.
Table 5.20.
Comparison of the fractional fluctuation in
δ〈p2T 〉
〈p2T 〉 and
δF (ξ)
F (ξ)
for the pT
ranges of 0.15-2.0 GeV
c
and 0.3-1.0 GeV
c
.
Fit Range (GeV
c
)
δ〈p2T 〉
〈p2T 〉
δF (ξ)
F (ξ)
0.15-2.0 0.159 0.182
0.30-1.0 0.072 0.128
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5.3.5 Calculating F(ξ) from the Ratio of 〈p2T 〉 of pp and AuAu Data
In Section 3.4.2, the relationship between the 〈p2T 〉 of the particles produced from
a system of N strings and F (ξ) was derived to be Equation (3.40). In Section 4.1, a
fitting method to extract the F (ξ) was described. A comparison of these two methods
for F (ξ) was conducted. The pT intervals of 0.15-2.0 and 0.30-1.0
GeV
c
were analyzed
in this test. The 〈p2T 〉 of the particles in this range were then computed in pp and
AuAu 200 GeV collisions.
Table 5.21.
〈p2T 〉 results for various fit ranges of pp and AuAu data.
Data Fit Range 〈p2T 〉
pp 0.15-2.0 0.2906
pp 0.30-1.0 0.3116
AuAu 0.15-2.0 0.4678
AuAu 0.30-1.0 0.3508
Table 5.22.
Extrapolated F (ξ) and T from the AE CSPM method and by com-
paring the ratio of the 〈p2T 〉 of particles in the fit range in pp and
AuAu collisions.
Fit Range AE F(ξ) Ratio F(ξ) AE T Ratio T
0.15-2.0 0.634 0.621 183.8 185.7
0.30-1.0 0.6197 0.888 185.9 155.3
Though the fit range of 0.15-2.0 GeV
c
appears to have reasonable agreement be-
tween the methods, the 0.3-1.0 GeV
c
range does not. This appears to be an effect
strongly related to that described in Section 5.3.2. There is not enough evidence to
support or disprove this relation. However, it is clear that even using this relation will
not yield more consistent results as the fit range must be selected, which will create a
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bias in temperature, and with a shown variation in the above example of ∼ 30 MeV
c
,
this does not narrow down the picture.
5.3.6 Fitting the Monte-Carlo Simulation
A test was applied to the original Monte Carlo simulation code used in refer-
ence [69]. Events were generated using the simulation, and the ξ value of the event
was calculated. The corresponding pT distribution was created and fit using the
method described in Section 4.1. For this test, the fit used a p0 and α obtained from
fits of pp 200 GeV data, being 3.6 and 19.77 respectively. Though the same concerns
introduced in 5.3.1 related to the ability of the power law fit to be used on an event by
event basis also apply to this analysis, this simulation provides a comparison value for
the fitting function. Where the earlier analysis allowed seeing the effect of statistics,
this test gauges the sensitivity of the fit to represent data. Results of this comparison
are shown in Figure 5.7.
Though this followed the methodology prescribed for analyzing data, it is im-
portant to realize that the p0 and α obtained from fits of data may not match the
underlying parameters of the Monte Carlo code.
The simulation does not calculate ξ directly, so Equation (3.16) was used to com-
pute this in our study. According to reference [69], the number of strings produced in
the collisions are equal to two times the number of binary collisions, which is stored
in the simulation. The area of a single string, σ0 was calculated using an r0 = 0.2
fm, though this is a constant that could be varied in future analyses. Finally, the
interaction area S is not calculated in the simulation, but the impact parameter (b)
of the collision is an input for the simulation, and thus known. A general equation for
the overlap area of two overlapping discs of known radius r (in this case the radius
of the colliding atoms) is:
A = 2r2 cos−1
( b
2r
)
− b
√
4r2 − b2
2
(5.12)
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Fig. 5.7. A comparison of the F (ξ) found from the fitting method
compared with the value computed in the CSPSM Monte Carlo code.
This method had a p0 and α of 2.001 and 13.72 respectively. Using these param-
eters in the original AuAu simulation, we found that the F(ξ) vs ξ plot lined up a
little better, but the overall lack of a consistent trend did not change.
This analysis is combining the color string percolation model and the string fusion
model used in the monte carlo code. Since the Monte Carlo code has been compared
with data and has been shown to reproduce data well, it seems a fair comparison with
our methodology. The CSPM is an analysis based on the strings in a collision, and
is not used to create a system for analysis, in fact, even in the publications exploring
CSPM, it is noted that they used the String Fusion Monte Carlo code to produce a
system of strings for analysis [69].
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Despite all of this, the two methods prescribed in CSPM for calculating ξ from
the initial geometry of the collision (number of strings and string density) and by
comparing the pT spectra of pp and AuAu collisions for data, are not able to have
consistent results.
5.3.7 Summary
Several tests were devised to test the self-consistency of the CSPM. A toy model
creating a random distribution for a power law was created in order to gauge the
statistics needed for the EbE analysis which was explored in this thesis. Having 100k
particles in a sample led to more consistency in the extracted parameters. Fixing α
was much more effective in assisting the fitting function reproduce the spectra. This
cannot be used to assist in the fitting of pp data, but the fitting of AuAu which only
has one free parameter will potentially benefit from the use of a batch method.
The comparison of having a finite fit range compared to the infinite range used
to derive the theory was also explored. Having a finite fit range shifts the 〈pT 〉 by
definition, but the extent of the shift will then be built into the extracted F (ξ).
Specifically, a fit of data over a finite range may not be able to accurately represent
the magnitude of the initial moment of the collision due to this shift. However, the
change in behavior with varying energy and centrality will most likely characterize
the actual data as all of the F (ξ) values will be shifted the same amount.
The relationship between p0 and α, and the relationship in the fractional variation
of 〈p2T 〉0 and p0 were explored. Using the theoretical expectation for p0 and α, as
well as two pairs of p0 and α extracted from data, the expected 〈pT 〉0 and 〈p2T 〉0
were computed. The values from the experimentally extracted parameters were fairly
consistent, though both deviated from the theoretical expectation. It is interesting to
note that the deviation is similar in magnitude to the effect of a finite fit range, though
the extent of contribution cannot be determined. The fractional variation study found
that over some ranges, the expected relationship is obeyed, but in others, a deviation
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of up to a factor of two may occur. Both of these tests add support to the argument
that the CSPM is prone to variations due to choices in fit range, and that it is more
the trend, rather than magnitude, of temperature with varying energy and centrality
that should be focused on.
The F (ξ) extracted from fits of the pT spectrum produced in the Monte Carlo
simulation were compared to the F (ξ) as computed in the simulation. If the two
represented one another, a linear line should have been observed with an intercept
at 0. The fitting function was applied on an EbE, bringing the usual uncertainty to
the extracted parameter. Several fits failed and those events are not displayed, while
others extracted an F (ξ) ≥ 1. Several fits became stuck at F (ξ) = 1, as is noted by
the cluster there. No clear trend was observed between the simulation and extracted
F (ξ). This lack of consistency creates doubt in the capabilities of the fitting function
to successfully extract an F (ξ) from data that reflects the temperature in the initial
moment of the collision.
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6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF 〈∆PT,i,∆PT,j〉
A scan over the lower energies of the BES I at RHIC was analyzed using the two
particle pT correlations function. The two particle pT correlation function has been
applied to data from STAR before in references [79, 81]. The BES I data was also
analyzed as a part of reference [1]. In the CSPM analysis above, as well as in reference
[1], it was shown that the 〈〈pT 〉〉 begins to increase at energies lower than 19.6 GeV.
It was suggested that this is due to the increase in the number of protons present
at lower energies. The motivation for the correlation analysis of this thesis was to
confirm the results presented in reference [1] and to apply cuts to remove protons
from the analysis to see if the lowest energies of the BES I were affected.
The results of the correlation analysis is in Section 6.1. A discussion of these
results, including a comparison with some earlier publications and a discussion of the
calculation of systematic errors is in Section 6.2.
6.1 Correlation Study Results
Results for the measurement of the 〈∆pT,i∆pT,j〉 of AuAu collisions at 7.7, 11.5,
and 19.6 GeV are reported. Specific details, such as the statistics, of the data studied
are listed in Table 4.3. The default cuts applied to the data are listed in Table 4.4.
Additional cuts using the TPC and TOF detectors to remove protons over the smaller
pT range of 0.15-1.0
GeV
c
were also applied, specifically having the maximum distance
from the curve for kaons to be a value of two sigma. The first comparison to be made
was to confirm that the all charged hadron correlation on the pT range of 0.15-2.0
GeV
c
matched that of the 0.15-1.0 GeV
c
range. Once the effect of a smaller pT range was
understood, the effect of removing protons could then be studied over this smaller
range.
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Figure 6.1 shows the measured correlations for the full 0.15-2.0 GeV
c
pT range for
various centralities of collision. The data appears to follow the same curve. Statisti-
cal errors are shown for 11.5 and 19.6 GeV collisions, and were generally of the same
size as the data points. The AuAu 7.7 data sample was too small to create an accu-
rate sample size to test statistical error. The colored bands represent the calculated
systematic error on these measurements.
Fig. 6.1. The two particle correlations at 7.7, 11.5, and 19.6 GeV.
The correlation of all charged hadrons is shown for the pT ranges of
0.15-2.0.
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Figure 6.2 shows the correlation measurement for the AuA 19.6 GeV data sample
for all charged hadrons over the 0.15-2.0 and 0.15-1.0 GeV
c
pT ranges, as well as the data
sample with removed protons over the 0.15-1.0 GeV
c
pT range. Figure 6.3 and Figure
6.4 show the corresponding plots for the 11.5 and 7.7 GeV data sets respectively.
Fig. 6.2. The two particle correlations at 19.6 GeV. The correlation
of all charged hadrons is shown for the pT ranges of 0.15-2.0 and 0.15-
1.0 GeV
c
. A cut is made using the TPC and TOF detectors to remove
protons over the 0.15-1.0 GeV
c
range.
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Fig. 6.3. The two particle correlations at 11.5 GeV. The correlation
of all charged hadrons is shown for the pT ranges of 0.15-2.0 and 0.15-
1.0 GeV
c
. A cut is made using the TPC and TOF detectors to remove
protons over the 0.15-1.0 GeV
c
range.
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Fig. 6.4. The two particle correlations at 7.7 GeV. The correlation of
all charged hadrons is shown for the pT ranges of 0.15-2.0 and 0.15-
1.0 GeV
c
. A cut is made using the TPC and TOF detectors to remove
protons over the 0.15-1.0 GeV
c
range.
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6.2 Correlation Study Discussion
6.2.1 Calculation of Error
In experiments, both the statistical and systematic errors need to be calculated.
Statistical errors refer to errors based on a limited number of statistics. Improving
statistical errors can be handled by increasing the number of tests conducted. Sys-
tematic errors are inherent errors created through the design of the experiment. One
can modify the setup or attempt to calculate modifications to make up for this kind
of error. In general, it should generally be possible to reduce statistical errors such
that the primary form of error arises from systematic errors.
The statistical errors in this analysis were estimated by separating the data set
into sub-groups of approximate equal size. Events were categorized by the energy
and the centrality computed for their collision. The two-particle correlation in this
study was conducted by running over all events in each of these categories. However,
the study was also conducted by randomly splitting the events in a category into
six sub-groups of approximate equal size. The two-particle correlation study was
then conducted on each sub-group. The mean two-particle correlation of the six sub-
groups was computed, and the standard deviation of the six samples was calculated.
The mean two-particle correlation of the six sub-groups was compared with the two-
particle correlation of the entire sample and found to remain within 2% of the values.
The standard deviation was then divided by
√
6 to measure the statistical variation.
The systematic error in this analysis was estimated by selecting a group of cuts on
the observables to keep for the primary analysis, and varying the cuts on them one at
a time and observing the total variation. The standard deviation of the various cuts
was then computed. The calculated systematic error for the data shown in Table 6.1
is 0.00000724, equating to an 18% relative error for the measurement.
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VZ Range η Range dca Range < ∆pT,i∆pT,j >
| VZ |≤ 75 | η |≤ 1.0 | dca |≤ 1 0.0000388
| VZ |≤ 30 | η |≤ 1.0 | dca |≤ 1 0.0000316
| VZ |≤ 75 | η |≤ 0.5 | dca |≤ 1 0.0000437
| VZ |≤ 75 | η |≤ 1.0 | dca |≤ 3 0.0000275
Table 6.1.
Example of systematic error calculation for collisions at 19.6 GeV
with 0− 10% centrality.
6.2.2 Comparison with Publications
In 2005, the two-particle pT correlation was reported for four energies of AuAu
collisions [79]. Of particular interest to this work is the published correlations at
19.6 GeV (the others were not studied in this thesis). The results of this thesis and
the publication are shown in Figure 6.5. Except for the range of Npart 40-80, there
appears to be reasonable agreement between the data. The publication only has
recorded statistical error, and was a part of a short data run [79,90]. Each data point
represents approximately 5,000 events, and there were some trigger problems, though
mostly in the 10-30 and 70-80% centrality ranges. Despite this difference, neither this
work nor the previous publication shows non-monotonic behavior.
The previous BES I analysis conducted in reference [1] also did not find non-
monotonic behavior.
6.3 Summary
Results of the 〈∆pT,i∆pT,j〉 study were reported. Similar to earlier publications,
no non-monotonic behavior was observed. A pT correlation is observed at all energies
though at similar magnitudes as have been previously reported. The effect of removing
protons was studied and compared to the all charged spectrum over the same pT range.
No definite conclusions can be made due to the large systematic errors.
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Fig. 6.5. The two particle correlations at 19.6 GeV compared with an
earlier publication. The correlation of all charged hadrons is shown
for the pT ranges of 0.15-2.0
GeV
c
.
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7. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Two analyses were presented in this thesis, being an exploration of the Color String
Percolation Model (CSPM) and a two-particle pT correlation measurement. The
CSPM suggests a fitting method to be applied to data in order to extract a temper-
ature of the initial moment of heavy-ion collisions. Various tests were conducted to
gauge the uniqueness of extracted results. Though the fitting function was found to
reproduce the 〈pT 〉, the extracted temperature was found to have an uncertainty of
at least 5 MeV, which is larger than what was previously reported [83]. In addition
to the first systematic study of applying the CSPM to data, several self-consistency
checks were conducted. Several of these did not provide the support needed to claim
the CSPM is self-consistent. This is attributed to the high correlation between the
fitting parameters p0 and α, which is also the suggested reason the CSPM is not able
to extract a precise temperature. Several recommendations have been made for what
the next steps should for any analysis applying the CSPM to data.
In Section 5.2.7, results for multiple iterations of the fit were presented, with a
list of various pairs of p0 and α. A comparison of the extracted temperature for each
of these pairs could be useful in gauging how consistent the temperature is between
iterations of the fit, though this will not improve the capabilities of the fitting function.
In Section 5.3.6, a fit was applied to a Monte-Carlo simulation for a string fusion
model. Parameters extracted from data (p0 = 3.6 and α = 19.77) were used in
this study. This may have created an unintentional bias. Instead, the Monte-Carlo
simulation should be used to produce a pT spectrum from pp collisions. This spectrum
obtained from simulation should then be fit, and the extracted parameters p0 and α
should then be used for fitting a pT spectrum of AuAu collisions produced by the
Monte-Carlo simulation. This ensures that there is no inherent assumption in the
expected curvature of the spectrum in the Monte-Carlo simulation. Even if this ends
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up being true, one would have expected fitting function to extrapolate some consistent
result with respect to the Monte-Carlo simulation. If indeed there is an inherent p0
and α in the simulation, there should have been a shift in F(ξ) extracted from the fit
compared to those calculated in the simulation.
In Section 5.3.1, it was suggested that grouping events into batches could help
increase the statistics of individual samples, while still having enough samples to
search for fluctuations in temperature. Having batches of 100k particles may help
narrow the sigma of the 〈pT 〉 and F(ξ) plots created on the EbE basis.
In Appendix A.1, a method using percolation with independent emitters was de-
scribed. The expected color charge for a cluster is very similar to the color charge
expected in the percolation method analyzed in this thesis. The fitting algorithm
would not change, but what the extrapolated parameter represents would. The pri-
mary difference in the methods is the inclusion of the ratio of the area of the cluster
to the area of a single string inside of the square root. Updating the fitting function
with this term and applying it to the Monte Carlo simulation that was tested in this
thesis could help create consistency for this analysis.
The correlation analysis measured no non-monotonic behavior that would have
indicated a phase transition point. This is consistent with previously published works.
PID cuts were included to remove protons from the data tested to observe if the
increase in proton to pion ratio at lower energies impacted the correlation. Due to
low statistics, it is impossible to gauge if there is any change in the behavior of the
correlation with changing centrality. A few recommendations can be made for what
the next steps should be for a follow-up study.
The most important recommendation is that this analysis be conducted with
higher statistics at 7.7 GeV
c
. The systematic uncertainties in this analysis make it
impossible to draw any solid conclusion regarding the effect of removing protons at
this energy.
In addition to the correlation function method described in Section 4.2, there
is a method of creating mixed events for comparison with real events in order to
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identify dynamical fluctuations (non-statistical) discussed in reference [81]. To create
mixed events, the centrality and collision vertex of an event from data is recorded.
Single tracks are then selected from other events of the same centrality and collision
vertex until the number of selected tracks matches the multiplicity of the real event.
This creates an event that is statistically comparable to the data and removes any
correlations in the system, providing a means for measuring statistical fluctuations.
A properly mixed event sample should have a 〈pT 〉 that matches that of real events.
Using the real data and mixed events, one can search for the presence and mag-
nitude of dynamical fluctuations in pT by defining:
σdyn =
√(
σdata
µdata
)2
−
(
σmix
µmix
)2
(7.1)
where µdata and µmix are the means of the event-by-event 〈pT 〉 distributions for the
data and the mixed events, respectively, and σdata and σmix are the root mean square
deviations in 〈pT 〉 distributions for the data and the mixed events, respectively [81].
This type of analysis was conducted on the charged hadron spectrum of AuAu and
CuCu collisions, but only at the energies of 62.4 and 200 GeV. A preliminary test was
conducted on a data sample of 64k events from AuAu 39 GeV collisions at 20-30%
centrality. Only three ranges in Vz were defined. Results of the created EbE 〈pT 〉
distribution are shown in Figure 7.1.
Both the 〈∆pT,i∆pT,j〉 and the σdyn terms were computed for the sample and
shown in Table 7.1. The σdyn was computed to be 1.81% for the above sample.
Comparing the sample test to (reference) other publications, one would expect a real
event correlation on the order of e−4, and a σdyn on the order of 2%. As this sample
reproduced earlier results, it should be applied to the full BES I data. It should be
broken up into smaller Vz ranges to minimize detector accceptance bias. The σdyn
has been shown to follow the same trend as the correlation function, but it may be
susceptible to effects the correlation is not.
Running simulations such as UrQMD for comparison to the data is a natural
next step. It would also be informative to see how simulations predict removing the
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Fig. 7.1. A 〈pT 〉 comparison for mixed events and real events for
AuAu 39 GeV collisions. The left is the 〈pT 〉 of real events and the
right is the 〈pT 〉 of mixed events created from the real events. The
mixed events accurately represent the real events.
Table 7.1.
A test of computing 〈pT 〉 and the
〈
∆pT,i∆pT,j
〉
for AuAu 39 GeV
collisions of 20-30% centrality. The 〈pT 〉 can be seen to be in reason-
able agreement between the two samples. The correlation terms are
∼ 100 times different. By construction, a mixed event represents 0
correlation.
Real Events Mixed Events
〈pT 〉 0.5241 ± 0.02945 0.5243 ± 0.0279〈
∆pT,i∆pT,j
〉
8.964x10−5 8.090x10−7
protons will impact the correlation study. The codes used on the reported energies
of this thesis can be modified for the other BES I energies. Conducting this study
on the full data set is a natural next step, however, as many of these higher energies
have already been analyzed, there is not much to be gained by doing so.
If the CSPM is modified so that a more consistent ξ can be extrapolated on an
event by event basis, it would be interesting to organize events by ξ and to apply the
two-particle correlation function on that data set. This would allow mixing data from
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different energies and centralities. It would also provide another test for the CSPM.
As the ξ approaches ξc for varying systems, fluctuations should increase, which could
possibly be observed in the correlation study.
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A. COLOR STRING DYNAMICS
As introduced in Chapter 3.4, the Color String Percolation Model (CSPM) has evolved
from several theoretical frameworks and assumptions that have been tested over the
past few decades. This thesis focused on the most current form of this model, which
provided a methodology to be used directly on data from experiments. An under-
standing of the development of this model was essential in understanding the choices
made and the final form of certain equations. The development of the CSPM can be
hard to follow as many of the publications when viewed chronologically jump between
variations on the model, though certain distinctions can be made. References [55,61]
are two short papers that summarize multiple theoretical frameworks tested.
A full review of the CSPM has recently been published (reference [35]) and goes
into greater detail on the theoretical framework of each rendition of the CSPM, as
well as providing more extrapolations of what can be done with the model. Several
comparisons with other string models and with published data were also made. A
subtle distinction between the current form of the CSPM and an earlier model was
made in reference [61]. This is not commented on in the review paper, but may be a
useful topic for future development of the theory. A description of this earlier model
and how it may be used in the future follows.
A.1 Percolation Scenario with Independent Emitters
The independent emitter picture proposes that strings only interact in overlapping
areas where the color field is summed together [44]. Each area is then treated as an
independent particle emitter that is not influenced by nearby emitters. Instead of
fusion leading to the decrease in the number of color strings (emitters), string fusion
in this case actually leads to their proliferation as each overlapping region becomes
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its own independent source. In general, this picture predicts an increase in the color
field, which decreases the total multiplicity while increasing the average transverse
momentum squared of the particles produced.
A simple example to consider is the case of two overlapping strings as shown
in Figure A.1. Here we see two color strings (colored blue and red only for visual
purposes). These overlapping circles create three independent color emitters: a, b,
and c. It can be seen that emitters a and b only contain one string, while area c is
comprised of the two. Both original strings are assumed to be of area σ0.
Fig. A.1. Two overlapping circles creating three regions a, b, and c [44].
If we further assume that the area of region a and region b, being the only areas
containing a single string in this scenario, are the same (Sa = Sb = S1), we can
then define the area of region c as Sc = σ0 − S1. We also make the assumption that
each original string has the same string color charge ~Q0 randomly aligned in color-
space. We can further define the average color density () of the string, assuming it
is constant in the transverse plane, as:
 =
Q0
σ0
(A.1)
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This definition allows us to define the color charge in each of the non-overlap regions
as:
Qa = Qb = S1 (A.2)
In the overlap region c, the total color field is equal to the vectorial sum of the
individual strings inside that region. Due to the random alignment of the color fields,
we find that in the overlap region, the sum of the color charges, on the average, is
~Q0a · ~Q0b = 0. This means the cross term will be zero, and the color charge in region
c is:
~Qc
2
=
~Q0
2
S2c
σ20
+
~Q0
2
S2c
σ20
(A.3)
Qc =
√
2Sc (A.4)
This simple case can be generalized for the generic case of N strings being pro-
duced in the medium, creating regions of n overlapping strings. This notation allows
us to create the identity:
N∑
i=1
niSi = Nσ0 (A.5)
Where we can also define:
Qn =
√
nSn (A.6)
We can imagine two limiting cases, one where N strings are just touching (meaning
the system has N strings each of area σ0 and n=1), and one where an arbitrary number
of strings N are overlapping one another such that Sn=N = σ0. In the first, we see
that Q1 = Q0 for each string, and since there are N in the system, the total charge
of the system is QN = NQ0. In the second, we see that Qn=N =
√
NQ0 or, in a form
easier to compare to the first case, QN =
NQ0√
N
. We can then see that for a cluster of n
strings, the color of the string will vary between the two extremes, where if they are
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just touching Qn = nQ0 and if they are fully overlapping, there will be a maximum
suppression of the color field equal to 1√
n
of the previous quantity.
Using the above equations for ~Qn, we can calculate specific observables for the par-
ticles produced from the independent emitters and/or fused strings. In the Schwinger
model, we can see µn is proportional to the color charge Qn, and the 〈pT 2〉 is propor-
tional to the string tension κn [37]. Using Gauss’s theorem, we can also see that Qn
is proportional to Sn ·κn. Combining this with the previously mentioned suppression
effects leads to [60]:
µn = µ0
∑
i
√
ni
Si
σ0
(A.7)
< p2T >n=
< p2T >0 N∑
i=1
√
ni
Si
σ0
(A.8)
where µ0 is the multiplicity for a single string and 〈p2T 〉0 is the average transverse
momentum squared for a single string.
Instead of going through each emitter, one can then group all the regions of
overlapping strings ni = n into a single term of total area Sn:
µ = µ0
N∑
n=1
√
n
Sn
σ0
(A.9)
Using this information, one can analyze the same observables on the macroscopic
level, being the observed particle spectra. To scale this information to larger systems,
for a random distribution of N strings, we can define:
F (ξ) =
µ
Nµ0
=
<
√
n >
ξ
(A.10)
where F (ξ) is the color suppression factor, which under the thermodynamic limit of
N and S going to infinity with ξ being held constant has the form shown earlier in
Section 3.3 [34]:
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F (ξ) =
√
1− exp(−ξ)
ξ
(A.11)
We can see that F (ξ) is related to the density of the strings. This relationship
comes in handy since the density of strings cannot be observed in experiment, but the
effects of the color suppression can, specifically in the measurement of the multiplicity
and the transverse momentum distribution. We can now see that Equations (A.7)
and (A.8) become:
µN = F (ξ)nµ0 (A.12)
< p2T >N=
〈pT 2〉0
F (ξ)
(A.13)
These match the same equations derived in Section 3.3, but the color charge
modification is slightly different, having the ratio of the area of the cluster to the
area of a single string either inside or outside of the square root. This does not
produce a major effect, and it does not impact the fitting method described for the
CSPM. However, the extracted F (ξ) should represent a slightly different situation,
and could be used in the Monte Carlo simulation to see if this bridges the results of
the F (ξ) extracted using the fitting method as compared to the F (ξ) calculated in
the simulation.
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B. TABLES FOR SYSTEMATIC STUDY OF BES I
The complete results referenced in Section 5.2.7 are documented here.
B.1 AuAu 7.7 GeV
c
Table B.1.
AuAu 7 data and fit results for p0 = 1.71 and α = 12.42.
AuAu 7.7 GeV
p0=1.71 and α=12.42
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 938k 0.431 0.5750 193.2 35.4571
0.15-1.2 987k 0.463 0.5622 195.4 39.4697
0.15-1.5 1.02M 0.493 0.5565 196.4 32.3381
0.15-2.0 1.04M 0.517 0.5643 195.0 30.0701
0.20-1.0 871k 0.453 0.5776 192.8 36.8339
0.20-1.2 919k 0.487 0.5624 195.4 41.1816
0.20-1.5 955k 0.518 0.5559 196.5 33.3400
0.20-2.0 976k 0.544 0.5648 195.0 30.7434
0.30-1.0 716k 0.508 0.5585 196.1 28.7596
0.30-1.2 765k 0.545 0.5435 198.7 29.3018
0.30-1.5 800k 0.580 0.5399 199.4 22.1750
0.30-2.0 822k 0.608 0.5540 196.8 25.9666
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Table B.2.
AuAu 7 data and fit results for p0 = 1.982 and α = 12.88.
AuAu 7.7 GeV
p0=1.982 and α=12.88
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 938k 0.431 0.7072 174.2 38.0262
0.15-1.2 987k 0.463 0.6904 176.3 43.1762
0.15-1.5 1.02M 0.493 0.6820 177.4 36.1211
0.15-2.0 1.04M 0.517 0.6899 176.4 31.1469
0.20-1.0 871k 0.453 0.7098 173.9 39.7613
0.20-1.2 919k 0.487 0.6900 176.4 45.0404
0.20-1.5 955k 0.518 0.6806 177.6 37.1207
0.20-2.0 976k 0.544 0.6897 176.4 31.8668
0.30-1.0 716k 0.508 0.6852 177.0 30.7049
0.30-1.2 765k 0.545 0.6657 179.6 31.7542
0.30-1.5 800k 0.580 0.6599 180.4 24.2913
0.30-2.0 822k 0.608 0.6751 178.3 25.6211
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Table B.3.
AuAu 7 data and fit results for p0 = 2.15 and α = 13.38.
AuAu 7.7 GeV
p0=2.15 and α=13.38
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 938k 0.431 0.7592 168.2 40.7845
0.15-1.2 987k 0.463 0.7401 170.3 47.1640
0.15-1.5 1.02M 0.493 0.7296 171.5 40.3207
0.15-2.0 1.04M 0.517 0.7363 170.8 32.8111
0.20-1.0 871k 0.453 0.7612 167.9 42.8411
0.20-1.2 919k 0.487 0.7389 170.4 49.1283
0.20-1.5 955k 0.518 0.7274 171.8 41.2465
0.20-2.0 976k 0.544 0.7352 170.9 33.4866
0.30-1.0 716k 0.508 0.7338 171.0 32.7354
0.30-1.2 765k 0.545 0.7119 173.7 34.3432
0.30-1.5 800k 0.580 0.7040 174.6 26.6290
0.30-2.0 822k 0.608 0.7182 172.9 25.6176
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Table B.4.
AuAu 7 data and fit results for p0 = 2.94 and α = 16.95.
AuAu 7.7 GeV
p0=2.94 and α=16.95
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 938k 0.431 0.8204 161.8 59.7172
0.15-1.2 987k 0.463 0.7931 164.5 74.6714
0.15-1.5 1.02M 0.493 0.7733 166.6 71.5596
0.15-2.0 1.04M 0.517 0.7704 166.9 53.1170
0.20-1.0 871k 0.453 0.8185 162.0 62.8435
0.20-1.2 919k 0.487 0.7879 165.1 76.1858
0.20-1.5 955k 0.518 0.7669 167.3 70.7193
0.20-2.0 976k 0.544 0.7647 167.5 51.8600
0.30-1.0 716k 0.508 0.7830 165.6 45.6296
0.30-1.2 765k 0.545 0.7530 168.8 51.3206
0.30-1.5 800k 0.580 0.7356 170.8 43.8401
0.30-2.0 822k 0.608 0.7391 170.4 32.1183
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B.2 AuAu 11.5 GeV
c
Table B.5.
AuAu 11.5 data and fit results for p0 = 1.71 and α = 12.42.
AuAu 11.5 GeV
p0=1.71 and α=12.42
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 29.6M 0.429 0.5881 191.1 429.928
0.15-1.2 31.0M 0.459 0.5860 191.4 350.715
0.15-1.5 32.0M 0.486 0.5878 191.1 281.245
0.15-2.0 32.6M 0.507 0.5985 189.4 554.359
0.20-1.0 27.6M 0.451 0.5982 189.4 173.906
0.20-1.2 29.0M 0.482 0.5937 190.2 169.535
0.20-1.5 30.0M 0.510 0.5942 190.1 137.187
0.20-2.0 30.6M 0.532 0.6053 188.3 401.684
0.30-1.0 22.8M 0.504 0.5961 189.8 171.538
0.30-1.2 24.1M 0.538 0.5907 190.1 159.779
0.30-1.5 25.1M 0.569 0.5921 190.4 129.530
0.30-2.0 25.7M 0.594 0.6064 188.1 411.654
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Table B.6.
AuAu 11.5 data and fit results for p0 = 1.982 and α = 12.88.
AuAu 11.5 GeV
p0=1.982 and α=12.88
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 29.6M 0.429 0.7233 172.3 431.295
0.15-1.2 31.0M 0.459 0.7195 172.7 362.742
0.15-1.5 32.0M 0.486 0.7202 172.6 281.836
0.15-2.0 32.6M 0.507 0.7316 171.3 479.371
0.20-1.0 27.6M 0.451 0.7349 170.9 203.815
0.20-1.2 29.0M 0.482 0.7282 171.7 209.429
0.20-1.5 30.0M 0.510 0.7273 171.8 165.267
0.20-2.0 30.6M 0.532 0.7390 170.4 356.704
0.30-1.0 22.8M 0.504 0.7311 171.4 200.890
0.30-1.2 24.1M 0.538 0.7232 172.3 194.433
0.30-1.5 25.1M 0.569 0.7232 172.3 150.648
0.30-2.0 25.7M 0.594 0.7386 170.5 366.900
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Table B.7.
AuAu 11.5 data and fit results for p0 = 2.15 and α = 13.38.
AuAu 11.5 GeV
p0=2.15 and α=13.38
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 29.6M 0.429 0.7764 166.3 438.240
0.15-1.2 31.0M 0.459 0.7711 166.9 383.438
0.15-1.5 32.0M 0.486 0.7703 166.9 295.820
0.15-2.0 32.6M 0.507 0.7805 165.8 423.690
0.20-1.0 27.6M 0.451 0.7880 165.0 238.307
0.20-1.2 29.0M 0.482 0.7796 165.9 256.515
0.20-1.5 30.0M 0.510 0.7770 166.2 204.616
0.20-2.0 30.6M 0.532 0.7875 165.1 328.200
0.30-1.0 22.8M 0.504 0.7826 165.6 232.927
0.30-1.2 24.1M 0.538 0.7728 166.7 233.560
0.30-1.5 25.1M 0.569 0.7711 166.9 179.250
0.30-2.0 25.7M 0.594 0.7853 165.3 333.742
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Table B.8.
AuAu 11.5 data and fit results for p0 = 2.94 and α = 16.95.
AuAu 11.5 GeV
p0 = 2.94 and α = 16.95
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 29.6M 0.429 Failed Failed Failed
0.15-1.2 31.0M 0.459 0.8257 161.2 665.461
0.15-1.5 32.0M 0.486 0.8155 162.2 630.244
0.15-2.0 32.6M 0.507 0.8159 162.2 479.741
0.20-1.0 27.6M 0.451 Failed Failed Failed
0.20-1.2 29.0M 0.482 0.8301 160.8 656.225
0.20-1.5 30.0M 0.510 0.8177 162.0 639.042
0.20-2.0 30.6M 0.532 0.8179 162.0 482.161
0.30-1.0 22.8M 0.504 Failed Failed Failed
0.30-1.2 24.1M 0.538 0.8150 162.3 536.797
0.30-1.5 25.1M 0.569 0.8030 163.5 481.886
0.30-2.0 25.7M 0.594 0.8059 163.2 370.854
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B.3 AuAu 19.6 GeV
c
Table B.9.
AuAu 19.6 data and fit results for p0 = 1.71 and α = 12.42.
AuAu 19.6 GeV
p0=1.71 and α=12.42
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 25.7M 0.431 0.5878 191.1 569.013
0.15-1.2 26.9M 0.460 0.5906 190.7 465.582
0.15-1.5 27.7M 0.486 0.5958 189.8 411.329
0.15-2.0 28.2M 0.506 0.6072 188.0 637.777
0.20-1.0 24.1M 0.451 0.6022 188.8 87.892
0.20-1.2 25.3M 0.481 0.6025 188.8 69.271
0.20-1.5 26.1M 0.507 0.6063 188.2 79.684
0.20-2.0 26.6M 0.529 0.6176 185.4 326.751
0.30-1.0 19.9M 0.503 0.6101 187.6 14.053
0.30-1.2 21.1M 0.536 0.6087 187.8 12.685
0.30-1.5 21.9M 0.566 0.6121 187.3 27.211
0.30-2.0 22.4M 0.590 0.6254 185.3 257.352
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Table B.10.
AuAu 19.6 data and fit results for p0 = 1.982 and α = 12.88.
AuAu 19.6 GeV
p0=1.982 and α=12.88
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 25.7M 0.431 0.7230 172.3 528.004
0.15-1.2 26.9M 0.460 0.7252 172.1 424.510
0.15-1.5 27.7M 0.486 0.7301 171.5 356.386
0.15-2.0 28.2M 0.506 0.7423 170.1 526.702
0.20-1.0 24.1M 0.451 0.7398 170.3 80.466
0.20-1.2 25.3M 0.481 0.7390 170.4 63.882
0.20-1.5 26.1M 0.507 0.7420 170.1 62.112
0.20-2.0 26.6M 0.529 0.7539 168.7 255.275
0.30-1.0 19.9M 0.503 0.7481 169.4 21.219
0.30-1.2 21.1M 0.536 0.7450 169.7 21.809
0.30-1.5 21.9M 0.566 0.7475 169.5 25.414
0.30-2.0 22.4M 0.590 0.7617 167.9 207.548
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Table B.11.
AuAu 19.6 data and fit results for p0 = 2.15 and α = 13.38.
AuAu 19.6 GeV
p0=2.15 and α=13.38
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 25.7M 0.431 0.7761 166.3 491.541
0.15-1.2 26.9M 0.460 0.7772 166.2 390.739
0.15-1.5 27.7M 0.486 0.7808 165.8 313.038
0.15-2.0 28.2M 0.506 0.7919 164.6 432.536
0.20-1.0 24.1M 0.451 0.7933 164.5 76.834
0.20-1.2 25.3M 0.481 0.7912 164.7 64.628
0.20-1.5 26.1M 0.507 0.7926 164.6 54.395
0.20-2.0 26.6M 0.529 0.8034 163.5 198.320
0.30-1.0 19.9M 0.503 0.8007 163.7 30.668
0.30-1.2 21.1M 0.536 0.7960 164.2 34.854
0.30-1.5 21.9M 0.566 0.7968 164.1 30.304
0.30-2.0 22.4M 0.590 0.8097 162.8 168.100
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Table B.12.
AuAu 19.6 data and fit results for p0 = 2.94 and α = 16.95.
AuAu 19.6 GeV
p0=2.94 and α=16.95
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 25.7M 0.431 Failed Failed Failed
0.15-1.2 26.9M 0.460 0.8322 160.6 344.869
0.15-1.5 27.7M 0.486 0.8265 161.2 295.662
0.15-2.0 28.2M 0.506 0.8279 161.0 230.312
0.20-1.0 24.1M 0.451 Failed Failed Failed
0.20-1.2 25.3M 0.481 Failed Failed Failed
0.20-1.5 26.1M 0.507 0.8334 160.5 201.163
0.20-2.0 26.6M 0.529 0.8344 160.4 157.736
0.30-1.0 19.9M 0.503 0.8518 158.8 127.279
0.30-1.2 21.1M 0.536 0.8386 160.0 183.026
0.30-1.5 21.9M 0.566 0.8288 160.9 186.319
0.30-2.0 22.4M 0.590 0.8304 160.8 146.674
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B.4 AuAu 27 GeV
c
Table B.13.
AuAu 27 data and fit results for p0 = 1.71 and α = 12.42.
AuAu 27 GeV
p0=1.71 and α=12.42
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 32.4M 0.434 0.5742 193.4 989.561
0.15-1.2 33.9M 0.463 0.5784 192.7 827.418
0.15-1.5 35.0M 0.489 0.5841 191.7 713.810
0.15-2.0 35.6M 0.511 0.5947 190.0 899.074
0.20-1.0 30.5M 0.453 0.5905 190.7 176.587
0.20-1.2 32.0M 0.483 0.5920 190.4 143.275
0.20-1.5 33.0M 0.510 0.5959 189.8 144.790
0.20-2.0 33.7M 0.532 0.6062 188.2 388.625
0.30-1.0 25.3M 0.504 0.6016 188.9 11.488
0.30-1.2 26.8M 0.537 0.6011 189.0 9.372
0.30-1.5 27.9M 0.567 0.6041 188.5 25.525
0.30-2.0 28.5M 0.593 0.6156 186.7 250.612
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Table B.14.
AuAu 27 data and fit results for p0 = 1.982 and α = 12.88.
AuAu 27 GeV
p0=1.982 and α=12.88
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 32.4M 0.434 0.7063 174.3 922.059
0.15-1.2 33.9M 0.463 0.7102 173.9 756.109
0.15-1.5 35.0M 0.489 0.7157 173.2 626.498
0.15-2.0 35.6M 0.511 0.7270 171.8 751.382
0.20-1.0 30.5M 0.453 0.7255 172.0 156.847
0.20-1.2 32.0M 0.483 0.7262 171.9 123.545
0.20-1.5 33.0M 0.510 0.7294 171.6 111.815
0.20-2.0 33.7M 0.532 0.7401 170.3 297.505
0.30-1.0 25.3M 0.504 0.7379 170.6 17.054
0.30-1.2 26.8M 0.537 0.7358 170.8 16.182
0.30-1.5 27.9M 0.567 0.7378 170.6 21.137
0.30-2.0 28.5M 0.593 0.7499 169.2 194.292
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Table B.15.
AuAu 27 data and fit results for p0 = 2.15 and α = 13.38.
AuAu 27 GeV
p0=2.15 and α=13.38
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 32.4M 0.434 0.7584 168.2 860.005
0.15-1.2 33.9M 0.463 0.7613 167.9 693.687
0.15-1.5 35.0M 0.489 0.7656 167.5 553.499
0.15-2.0 35.6M 0.511 0.7758 166.3 624.665
0.20-1.0 30.5M 0.453 0.7781 166.1 141.710
0.20-1.2 32.0M 0.483 0.7776 166.2 111.353
0.20-1.5 33.0M 0.510 0.7793 166.0 91.082
0.20-2.0 33.7M 0.532 0.7888 165.0 224.470
0.30-1.0 25.3M 0.504 0.7899 164.9 25.442
0.30-1.2 26.8M 0.537 0.7863 165.2 27.872
0.30-1.5 27.9M 0.567 0.7865 165.2 25.133
0.30-2.0 28.5M 0.593 0.7973 164.1 150.949
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Table B.16.
AuAu 27 data and fit results for p0 = 2.94 and α = 16.95.
AuAu 27 GeV
p0=2.94 and α=16.95
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 32.4M 0.434 Failed Failed Failed
0.15-1.2 33.9M 0.463 0.8159 162.2 519.932
0.15-1.5 35.0M 0.489 Failed Failed Failed
0.15-2.0 35.6M 0.511 0.8118 162.6 319.314
0.20-1.0 30.5M 0.453 Failed Failed Failed
0.20-1.2 32.0M 0.483 Failed Failed Failed
0.20-1.5 33.0M 0.510 0.8205 161.8 211.769
0.20-2.0 33.7M 0.532 0.8200 161.8 162.493
0.30-1.0 25.3M 0.504 Failed Failed Failed
0.30-1.2 26.8M 0.537 Failed Failed Failed
0.30-1.5 27.9M 0.567 Failed Failed Failed
0.30-2.0 28.5M 0.593 0.8185 162.0 157.911
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B.5 AuAu 39 GeV
c
Table B.17.
AuAu 39 data and fit results for p0 = 1.71 and α = 12.42.
AuAu 39 GeV
p0=1.71 and α=12.42
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 19.2M 0.439 0.5564 196.4 718.559
0.15-1.2 20.1M 0.469 0.5604 195.7 594.688
0.15-1.5 20.8M 0.497 0.5654 194.8 490.801
0.15-2.0 21.2M 0.520 0.5744 193.3 530.100
0.20-1.0 18.2M 0.455 0.5739 193.4 124.082
0.20-1.2 19.1M 0.486 0.5750 193.2 98.951
0.20-1.5 19.8M 0.514 0.5780 192.7 87.279
0.20-2.0 20.2M 0.539 0.5862 191.4 182.905
0.30-1.0 15.2M 0.506 0.5853 191.5 5.830
0.30-1.2 16.1M 0.540 0.5840 191.7 5.712
0.30-1.5 16.8M 0.571 0.5858 191.4 9.382
0.30-2.0 17.2M 0.598 0.5948 190.0 101.416
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Table B.18.
AuAu 39 data and fit results for p0 = 1.982 and α = 12.88.
AuAu 39 GeV
p0=1.982 and α=12.88
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 19.2M 0.439 0.6845 177.1 674.551
0.15-1.2 20.1M 0.469 0.6883 176.6 549.384
0.15-1.5 20.8M 0.497 0.6931 176.0 439.111
0.15-2.0 21.2M 0.520 0.7024 174.8 449.642
0.20-1.0 18.2M 0.455 0.7053 174.5 110.929
0.20-1.2 19.1M 0.486 0.7055 174.4 86.982
0.20-1.5 19.8M 0.514 0.7076 174.2 70.522
0.20-2.0 20.2M 0.539 0.7159 173.2 138.127
0.30-1.0 15.2M 0.506 0.7179 172.9 8.354
0.30-1.2 16.1M 0.540 0.7151 173.3 10.043
0.30-1.5 16.8M 0.571 0.7156 173.2 9.707
0.30-2.0 17.2M 0.598 0.7248 172.1 76.384
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Table B.19.
AuAu 39 data and fit results for p0 = 2.15 and α = 13.38.
AuAu 39 GeV
p0=2.15 and α=13.38
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 19.2M 0.439 0.7351 170.9 633.628
0.15-1.2 20.1M 0.469 0.7380 170.6 509.176
0.15-1.5 20.8M 0.497 0.7415 170.2 395.713
0.15-2.0 21.2M 0.520 0.7497 169.2 381.379
0.20-1.0 18.2M 0.455 0.7566 168.5 110.929
0.20-1.2 19.1M 0.486 0.7555 168.6 79.370
0.20-1.5 19.8M 0.514 0.7561 168.5 60.895
0.20-2.0 20.2M 0.539 0.7633 167.7 103.900
0.30-1.0 15.2M 0.506 0.7687 167.1 12.503
0.30-1.2 16.1M 0.540 0.7644 167.6 17.209
0.30-1.5 16.8M 0.571 0.7631 167.7 14.939
0.30-2.0 17.2M 0.598 0.7709 166.9 58.961
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Table B.20.
AuAu 39 data and fit results for p0 = 2.94 and α = 16.95.
AuAu 39 GeV
p0=2.94 and α=16.95
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 19.2M 0.439 0.7960 164.2 466.843
0.15-1.2 20.1M 0.469 0.7918 164.7 385.118
0.15-1.5 20.8M 0.497 0.7864 165.2 314.823
0.15-2.0 21.2M 0.520 0.7856 165.3 234.074
0.20-1.0 18.2M 0.455 0.8144 162.4 93.943
0.20-1.2 19.1M 0.486 0.8058 163.2 121.558
0.20-1.5 19.8M 0.514 Failed Failed Failed
0.20-2.0 20.2M 0.539 0.7945 164.4 114.370
0.30-1.0 15.2M 0.506 0.8193 161.9 67.009
0.30-1.2 16.1M 0.540 0.8068 163.1 111.838
0.30-1.5 16.8M 0.571 0.7954 164.3 138.571
0.30-2.0 17.2M 0.598 0.7926 164.6 107.374
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B.6 AuAu 62.4 GeV
c
Table B.21.
AuAu 62.4 data and fit results for p0 = 1.71 and α = 12.42.
AuAu 62.4 GeV
p0=1.71 and α=12.42
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 38.2M 0.444 0.5316 201.0 1444.980
0.15-1.2 40.1M 0.475 0.5344 200.4 1171.280
0.15-1.5 41.6M 0.505 0.5376 199.8 915.782
0.15-2.0 42.5M 0.531 0.5445 198.6 890.210
0.20-1.0 36.4M 0.459 0.5484 197.8 251.808
0.20-1.2 38.3M 0.491 0.5483 197.9 197.323
0.20-1.5 39.8M 0.522 0.5491 197.7 151.736
0.20-2.0 40.7M 0.548 0.5551 196.6 252.199
0.30-1.0 30.4M 0.509 0.5595 195.9 24.027
0.30-1.2 32.4M 0.544 0.5566 196.4 30.691
0.30-1.5 33.8M 0.578 0.5558 196.5 27.068
0.30-2.0 34.8M 0.607 0.5621 195.4 128.046
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Table B.22.
AuAu 62.4 data and fit results for p0 = 1.982 and α = 12.88.
AuAu 62.4 GeV
p0=1.982 and α=12.88
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 38.2M 0.444 0.6542 181.1 1363.630
0.15-1.2 40.1M 0.475 0.6566 180.8 1092.940
0.15-1.5 41.6M 0.505 0.6591 180.5 836.428
0.15-2.0 42.5M 0.531 0.6661 179.5 766.250
0.20-1.0 36.4M 0.459 0.6742 178.4 230.305
0.20-1.2 38.3M 0.491 0.6729 178.5 183.277
0.20-1.5 39.8M 0.522 0.6725 178.7 138.876
0.20-2.0 40.7M 0.548 0.6783 177.9 195.190
0.30-1.0 30.4M 0.509 0.6866 176.8 33.533
0.30-1.2 32.4M 0.544 0.6819 177.4 47.844
0.30-1.5 33.8M 0.578 0.6792 177.8 44.834
0.30-2.0 34.8M 0.607 0.6853 177.0 104.717
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Table B.23.
AuAu 62.4 data and fit results for p0 = 2.15 and α = 13.38.
AuAu 62.4 GeV
p0=2.15 and α=13.38
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 38.2M 0.444 0.7027 174.8 1288.070
0.15-1.2 40.1M 0.475 0.7042 174.6 1024.260
0.15-1.5 41.6M 0.505 0.7054 174.5 772.930
0.15-2.0 42.5M 0.531 0.7112 173.7 665.716
0.20-1.0 36.4M 0.459 0.7235 172.3 213.789
0.20-1.2 38.3M 0.491 0.7209 172.6 177.532
0.20-1.5 39.8M 0.522 0.7189 172.8 139.704
0.20-2.0 40.7M 0.548 0.7234 172.3 158.521
0.30-1.0 30.4M 0.509 0.7354 170.9 46.151
0.30-1.2 32.4M 0.544 0.7291 171.6 70.446
0.30-1.5 33.8M 0.578 0.7246 172.1 72.081
0.30-2.0 34.8M 0.607 0.7292 171.6 96.137
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Table B.24.
AuAu 62.4 data and fit results for p0 = 2.94 and α = 16.95.
AuAu 62.4 GeV
p0=2.94 and α=16.95
pT Range (
GeV
c
) Particles 〈pT 〉 (GeVc ) F(ξ) Temperature (MeV) χ
2
NDF
0.15-1.0 38.2M 0.444 Failed Failed Failed
0.15-1.2 40.1M 0.475 0.7568 168.4 830.834
0.15-1.5 41.6M 0.505 0.7494 169.3 726.324
0.15-2.0 42.5M 0.531 0.7466 169.6 552.768
0.20-1.0 36.4M 0.459 Failed Failed Failed
0.20-1.2 38.3M 0.491 0.7702 167.0 306.387
0.20-1.5 39.8M 0.522 0.7592 168.2 407.821
0.20-2.0 40.7M 0.548 0.7546 168.7 341.501
0.30-1.0 30.4M 0.509 Failed Failed Failed
0.30-1.2 32.4M 0.544 0.7711 166.9 301.198
0.30-1.5 33.8M 0.578 0.7570 168.4 405.933
0.30-2.0 34.8M 0.607 0.7516 169.0 329.830
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